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EDITOR S ' N OTE
scmlld two for th e so lutions. Th e complete list of
This is al1 international book . It iil -til i£'5 E II ~lts'-'.1S
it is sp oken al1d written in Engl'lI/d, r .-t. ..J..usJ r.1Iu . Agenda 21 's chapter titles are listed 011 Page 95.
About 10,000 kids in about 100 coun tries con
Poland, Nigeria, India, Finland etc. \\"e like tbe
tributed to this book plus 50 experts wh o took th e
variety of styles and made 110 attempt to smooth if
time to be interviewed. Sadly, we only use a fraction
out into one blend of English. Billions here lIlea ns
1,000 million. Difficult words are exp lail1 ed ill ,/
of what you gave us. If we'd used it all, this book
glossary at the back (Glossary = dictionary ).
lUou ld have been longer than th e original Agenda.
Where we !mow your name, we print it alongside
In Parts I and II, we give roughly four pages to
each theme, the first two for th e problems, the
),our work. THANK YOU to all contributors.

UNITED NATIONS

48

NATIONS UNIES

Children are among the first victims both of underdevelopment
and of environmental degradation. In all countries of the world, rich
and poor, they are the first to suffer from poverty, malnutrition,
disease and pollution.

It is therefore no coincidence that Agenda 21 contains a special
cha pter devoted to children and youth in sustaina ble development,
which stresses the need for their active involvement in matt.ers related
to environment and development.
Perhaps the major achievement of the Earth Summit was to
launch a global partnership for sustainable development. Let us not
forget that such a partnership should include and benefit the young,
in whose hands lies the future of this planet.
I sincerely hope that this book will help children from all
countries better to understand and appreciate the fragile world in
which we live and to dedicate themselves to do everything possible
to protect and enhance this Earth, our only home.

(\~~~
Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
United Nations

6 . INTRODUCTION

THE
ROAD
TO
RIO
The Rio
ummit
wa the
product
of gl ba l
en viro nmenra l
worries w h ich
bega n in 1972. T har
when 70 governments
mer in Stockholm for a
co nference which created the
U n ited Na ti ons Env ironment
Programme or NEP. UNEP' main
jo b wa s pusbing governments to take
mo re a re of the environment. It a1 0 booked
LIp wi rh U ' ESeO to push nvironmenral edu arion .
In I ' 4 , it h Iped ro p ubli h the W rld Can en'ation rra tegy 
~ fort>rul1ner [Q A.gen da 2 ( . It di d n't go into rhe que tion of devel
pmenr - rhe: need ro l a lanc pro rel'tin the environment w ith
people' need for foe d . 0
n ited :\'a riOll appoint d a W o rld
Com mi ion 00 Em lronmenr a nd Deyelop menr which produced the
famous rep rt (,;aUed Qllr CJ111J11011 Fllture whicb et Out the idea of
Sustainable Oe\7 lopmenr. Thl m an :
Meeting the needs of the pre.:.eJ1t Il ,/thmt comprom ising th e ability o f future
geller~ltiolls to meet their needs ...
Get it? - Feed the world toda y hut I an' a plan t aro und fo r yo ur great
grandchildren. In 1989 the U~ decid ed to ho ld a co nference on Environme nt
and Development. Brazil offered [ 0 ho t it in Rio. For two years, go vern
ments, NGOs and experts thrashed out a d cu menr tha t 179 sta tes
could agree to. Agenda 21 w as the re, ul t! It's not a fixed la \v:
no one's going to be punished if they don't do what it
says. But the fact that all those go\,ernment did
agree to it make it very imp ortant.

me

Agata Pawlat, 17, Poland

INTRODUCTIO:\f·

Hi! We invite you to join the Rescue Mission!

"

The greatest challenge of both our til11e
iid the next century is to save the planet
"om destruction. It will require changing
I}e uery foundations of modern
·;I'ilization - the relationship of humans to
".7tU reo

"

As chairman of the Space Sub-committee
in the Senate, I strongly urged the
establishment of a Mission to Planet
Earth, a worldwide monitoring system
staffed by children ... designed to rescue
the global environment.
Albert Gore Jl1r.

Mikhail Gorbachev

"

,ur hachev gives it to us straight: our job in the 21st century is to "save the
h1ilet from destruction ... " No - this isn't another doom and gloom book a bout
-disasters with some kindly advice at the end a bout how to sort your garbage.
his is a book about Agenda 21 - the agenda for the 21st Century agreed by our
_", \-ernments at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. Never before has some
rhil1g like this happened: a common commitment by 179 different nations.
The original Agenda rambles on for 500 pages and 40 chapters about a $600
d lion programme to save the planet. What we've done is to put it into a
n guage that ordinary people can understand. OK, so you're thinking this is
.Il other yawn-provoking document from bureaucrats with nothing better to do.
~ -e ll right, but in it, governments ask for "partnership" with us. With kids! Not
r the first time, either: they asked for it at the World Summit for Children and
the new law on children's rights which 131 countries have agreed. We
ided to take them at their word. Sure let's be partners but equal partners!
We're 28 very different young people
from 21 countries bl(t we have one thing in
common. We're tired - tired of seeing our
bea utiful planet polluted, tired of senseless
wars, of the poor getting poorer day by day,
of waiting for politicians to make decisions
they should have made long, long ago.
The Rescue Mission is our wake up call.
Al Gore sees it as a way of collecting
information about the environment. Fine,
but we want to be able to act on that
information. Agenda 21 tells you what our
governments have agreed: It's a wish list, a
dream: we can help make it reality.
So answer YES to our invitation! Join the
Rescue Mission by writing to the address on
the last page and we'll send you up-to-date
news on what's happening in your area.
The Editors, August 1993
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ATMOSPHERE ALERT
Our atmosphere is under increasing pressure from greenhouse
gases which threaten to change the climate and holes in the
ozone layer which cause cancers in humans and animals.
Agenda 21, eha pter 9

The ozone layer is an essential protecti ve filter in the ~
upper atmosphere that surrounds the Earth. As long
as human life has existed, it has protected us from the
harmful ultraviolet rays coming
from the Sun. When these rays
get through the atmosphere,
they damage crops, destro y
~
living cells and cause skin
<f
\\
cancer. During the last 20
n \\ \) \) y eH S. ozone levels abo\-e
(J
U U (\ ~ ~
\ nrarc tica ha \-e decreased
Q \)
\\ by
40 % eac h spring
n
r\ \\ (\ \)
tim,-. lr" s all aused mainly by
-~
0
u
U
\)
o ur w e of chloro-f1uorocar
)
Q _Z ON E)
(OZONE
l o n (C FC ). _Most countries have
stopped ind ustry using these in
aerosols, but they are still used in
other products. The consequences
r.;')
are catastrophic: about 100,000 people
.~
die each year from skin cancer. It's
Un
especially bad in the Southern hemi
U
sphere. There is truly no more time to wait:
MM~hM\MI~~.......,~--"....:::..J
ALL CFC-use must be stopped immediately!
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Polish O zone Group

ATMOSPHERE·

Death

~

:5

j

1/

tlshed by burden of lead
the in the black particles of
invisible death
11'e surrounding me
surrounding me from all sides
eep them away
with a movement of my hand
.ion 't see them but
£"y are still in a terrible nearness
.·dden in mysterious words:
iJ ,)x iIlS, Phenol, Nitrogen Oxides,
ath is lurking,
:circling every particle of the air
it kills and kills cruelly
Ilh c7 black chain which surrounds
') head, my hands, my mind
.'Ith coming with Acid Rain
Irn ing our world into something
monstrous
H(,. ted trees, Dead animals
.1ck dust swirling over my head
I i lo oking for the greenness
and for the normal trees 
:op le unchanged into crazies
lit o nly the black smoke
do I have in sight
"Juds heavy with the poison
'here is invisible death
tlrk ing in them
lil'isible Death
rll'isible Death
EA TH .....
Aleksandra Warzecka, 17, Poland
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Petra Drbalova & Darina Kripalova, Czech Republic
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ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP
Governments must get greater energy efficiency out of existing
power stations and develop new, renewable energy sources
such as solar, wind, hydro, ocean and human power....
Agenda 21, chapter 9

Of th thl- e major atmospheric problems, ozone depletion is the ·
closes r ro
ing solved. Not many spray cans use ozone-destroying
gas es any more but fridges, air conditioners and fire extinguishers
do
ially in developing countries: one billion people in the
north u in ozone-friendly products won't help if four billion
peopl in rh South don't. We must get them the new technologies.
T he
"ond pro blem, acid rain, is still killing lakes and forests,
often lI L id the countries which produce the gas. More cooper
atIO n I n d d. On global
\\'e still have a "
go. We're not
\ hat is
Finding altern
atl\'
nd using energy
mo ienrly is part of
the
lu ri n and a major
st p \\' a t k n at Rio with
th Law on Climate
Chang . T l i f fces gov
ernm e nt t k ep their
countn
n house gas
produdi 11 'n 1
levels.
\\ /

Magdalena [(ura,
Polish O z one Group

Imagine
- [('it /)

,JPCJ/O!!II!: 1

fnlm

Lel[IIO Ii

Imagine there's JI G nature
Only the stumps
trees.
Only the respirato rs
To let the creatures LJ re 7the.
Imagine all the people
Choking on the air -

ot

You may say that I'm a gm mp y
But I'm not the only one
I hope some day you'll join m e
And we'll change the Atmosph ere!

"

I am not an expert. I am just the father of
four children who doesn't want my children 
or any children - to inherit a world where the
air is not fit enough to breathe and where
they have to run for cover every time the sun
comes out. The politicians of this planet must
act soon for if they do not, they will not have
a planet left to practise politics on.
faul McCartney

Polish Ozone Group

"

ATMOSPHER E ·
SPIT-ROASTED PLANET
Ever walked into a greenhouse? It's steamy,
That's good up to a point; it gets to be a prob
humid and it doesn't let up. That's how
lem if we keep too much in. We fry! The
our world could be in a few decades
main "greenhouse gas" is carbon diox
in the grip of the "greenhouse
\
): )
ide and we are releasing more and
effect." Gases produced
'L~
~j
more of it into the atmosphere
when fossil fuels are
t'l:: =::::::.
500 billion tons last year!
burned keep the
~ ~ 0 <:.)
Oceans and forests
Sun's heat in
<;)
soak up carbon,
and don't
S
f\.
1"1
so we should
let it
hang on to
esca pe
them .and
back
--.
stop prod
into
UC1l1g
space.
It.
1'\

't.?

f/.
1\\'

-
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AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Promote energy
efficiency standards.
• Tax industries in
ways that encourage
the lise of clean, safe
technologies.
• Improve substitutes
for C FCs and other
ozone-depleting
substances.
• Get all these tech - '
nologies transferred to
poor countries!
• Deal with acid rain
that floats across
fromi e rs by hav ing
regular exch G
l11ges o f
in formation, training
" per ts and applying
inte rn at ion al standard
of polluti on control.

There's only one atmost7here. It has no
borders. We don't want poisonous gases
floating around. We must react. All together.

;;.\
"

Child from India
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VANISHING MOUNTAINS
Mountain ecosystems are suffering from soil erosion, landslides
and the rapid loss of animals and plant life.
Agenda 21, chapter13

Mountains are more than just huge rocks decorated with snow. They
are homes to whole communities of plants and animals which depend
on them for life. When mountain forests are chopped down, these
communities crumble away with the earth beneath them. Earth
exposed in the wake of deforestation is washed away by rains.
Mountains are vital for more than half the people of the planet who
live in the shadow of water or climate systems that flow down from
them. If the people and life systems
")
which grow on mountains are
vanishing we are under t'hrea t.

COMMUNITY EROSION
When rain forests are cut down on mountain
sides and the earth is washed away, new trees
find it hard to grow in the remaining soil.
There are landslides and loss of homes for
animals. Native people who have lived for
centuries in the mountains a Iso lose their
livelihoods. They are forced to move to
nearby cities to find work. The younger
generation, ignora nt of mountain traditions,
do not learn from their grandparents how to
look afte'r their fragile ecosystems.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~

M 0 U N T A INS

&

DES E R T S •

EXPANDING DESERTS
The results of drought and desertification include poverty and
starvation. About three million people died in the mid-1980s
because of drought in Africa south of the Sahara.
Agenda 21, chapter 12

Desertification! The word conjures up an image of sand dunes rolling across
farms and villages, turning everything into a desert. Wrong! Deserts expand
and contract with the weather. People who have farmed the deserts for
centuries know this. The real problem that needs to be addressed is "soil
degradation" - the way good land slowly becomes less and less fertile. This is
an increasing problem affecting a quarter of the land area of the planet and a
billion people! It's caused by climate change, drought and political changes
that stop poor people from owning their land and nomads from grazing their
herds over lands they have "farmed" for centuries.
Polish Ozone Group
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Bad ma11agement of livestock is eating our future!
~

The soil around my village is changing
colour. The army moves in and tells us that
land my ancestors have farmed for
centuries is no longer our's . Miners come
and destroy much land to extract precious
minerals . Poachers pursue wildlife to the
point of extinction. All leave behind a
carnage of death in my country. They care
nothing for international regulations . No
police can stop them: the police are in the
pay of the poachers and miners!
Agata Paw/at, 17, Po/and

Ernest, 19, Ghana

1.')
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BRING BACI( THE EARTH!
Poverty is a major factor in soil degradation. We need to
restore fragile lands and find new jobs for farmers thrown out
of work...
Agenda 21 , chapter12
Yes, but how? - unfortunately Agenda 21 is not rich in
solutions. "There's insufficient knowledge of desertfi
cation processes ... seems to be the conclusion. Strengthen
the knowledge base ... Find out what on earth is going on!
The other thing to do is to
get everyone from govern
ments to local farmers and
their families to know what's
going on and involved in
deciding and doing wha"t
needs to be done.
II

II

II

Target:JuD
International Convention on
Desertification.
Much negotiation is happening at the UN
to see this happen . It will be a law which
forces the International Community to do
the things that the Agenda proposes and
provide money to do it. (At the moment,
there is very little money available from
international banks for desertification.)

African countries, where desertification
is a serious problem, very much want a
new convention, but rich countries, who
would have to pay for it, don't . They
offered a deal : "We'll sign the desert
convention if you sign one on forests."
No deal yet, but there needs to be one:
failure would mean more millions of
hectares of good land becoming degraded
and many millions of people being
condemned to lives of poverty.

M 0 U N T A INS

&

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Increase knowledge of mountain and
desert ecosystems by having a world
information centre and identify areas most
at risk from fl o ods, soil erosion etc.
• Give farmers environmental education.
• Prevent desertification by not polluting
soil, by using land soundly and by planting
of trees that retain water and soil quality.
• Pass la w s to protect endangered areas.
• Make plans to ensure that potential
drought victims survive.

DES E R T S •

~arget:

Year
2000
Mountain
Strategy
This will be like a local
Agenda 21 for all moun
tain areas. It will have
farm plans, plans for
employment, eco-tours,
environmentally sound
mining plans + social
infrastructure and
transport systems.

The Cranes
Anna Rumyantseva,
13, Russia

"

T ake time to pause
and reflect. In daily
life, we are bomb
arded with inform
ation from many
sources. News directs
our attention to prob
lems. We have lost
our natural instincts,
our intuitions.
We have to redis
cover our relationship
with nature: go back
to the majesty of the
mountains.
Rediscover the
magnificent empti
ness of the deserts.
Here in the Alps, the
pendulum is swinging
back towards quality
tourism where people
respect nature.
Sadruddin Aga Khan,
Switzerland
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CHAINSAW MASSACRE
Forests worldwide are now threatened by uncontrolled
exploitation by human beings. They are being turned into
farms or destroyed for timber and other uses.
Agend a 21, chapter 11

A forest is more than a neat arrangement of matchsticks. In the
Amazon rain forest, a scientist found that a single tree provides a
home for two thousand unique species of animals. Forests are vital
to our global ecosystems: they act as sinks for carbon dioxide. Rip
them away and humans could not survive. In many countries,
especially developing ones, forests are vital to the larger social and
economic picture: millions of trees are cut down every year in the
name of survival. Logging, agriculture, fire, acid rain - all conspire
to destroy forests. But in the tropical rain forests - it's a massacre.

Ragamuffin Nature, Tink again
All de people man dem, tink again
before burning down de forest, tink again
to build de house 111(111, tink again
before to cut de trees man, tink again

I

Til1k all da people or some 0 dem
once de forest will go
de desert will come again
As de increase in a de C02 will l'nake de
world hotter so making life some shorter

"">' Man me say tink again, tink about de
f J __I.wr........'

desert de oxygen and de flower
de people me say loudly, tink again
Amish K. Shah, Tanzania

FORESTS
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THE SEEDS OF CHANGE
Forests need to be preserved for their social and spiritual
values, including the traditional habitats of indigenous people,
Agenda 21 , cha pter 11
forest dwellers and local communities.
Top priority should be to do something a bout the environmental ·
imbalance in many developing countries. Conserve and plant
more forests now! This idea is equally important for rich nations.
We must put our heads together and find new, sustainable ways
to use forests. Involve everyone - women, youth, indigenous
people - and create a National Forest Action Plan for every country.

Forests from scratch
A little known village in India named
Karnaka has set an example by building a
small but thick wood forest. The people of
the village pledged not to cut one tree.
They protect the forest every moment
and without any aSSistance from the
Forest Department; in fact, they do not
even allow the forest officials inside.
Anttragini Nagar, 19, India
Ano n, UK

FOR EST S •

"

REDUCE, RECYCLE, RE-USE!
In our community, we use and re-use things
until they are completely worn out. For
example, glass bottles are used again and
again for water storage. Polythene bags are
washed and used many times. Re-use is an
idea the West can borrow from the deve
loping world. It sure is the cheapest form of
recycling.
Suhail Sheriff, Zanzibar, Tanzania

Planting trees is s~~~~e~"
better than recycling
Recycling, that great environment al-savIour,
may not be as beneficial as it seems. In
Thailand, all paper is recycled, The old paper
has to be washed to get rid of all the ink and
this causes heavy metals to pollute
Thailand's rivers. The poison gets into the
fish and the surrounding countryside. The
best thing is always to plant fresh trees.
Rauno Laithalainen, Thai Forestry Worker
Tamara Rossi,

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Plant new forests!!
• Practical knowledge on the state of
forests is needed: planners often lack
even basic information on size and types
of trees in forests.
• Further research is needed into forest
products like wood, fruits, nuts, d ye ...,
medicines, gums etc.
• Replant damaged areas of \\foodland;
• Breed trees that are more resistant to
environmental pressure....
• Local business peo ple should be
encouraged to set up small for est
enterprIses.
• Limit and aIm to stop slash-and-burn
farming methods.
• Keep wood waste to a minimum. Find
vvays of llsing trees that have bee n burnt
or thrown Ollt.
• Increase tre e-planting in ur ba n area... .
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SEA OF TROUBLES
Oceans are under increasing stress from pollution) over-fishing
and general degra dation. It affects everything from the climate
Agenda 21, chapter 1 7
to coral reefs.
Our en "u e under intense pressure
from p ll uti< 11, most of which comes
fro m h unu n beings. Like the
atm o "phe r it is incredibly flexible, but
w e a r pu hi ng it to its limits. It's going
to et \\'or : by the year 2020, three
qu art r
f u will be living 60km (40
mil ) fr m a co astline. If we don't
th
extra people will be
\Yao-e and wa~te into the seas.
to ns of oil is junked into the
sea ~. hip e\" ry year as a m a tter of
cou r - .
\\" nder many of the fish
r ca t ~ hi 10 " re unfit to eat. That
n'[ r p u trying to catch them.
Som e u buge, mile -long drift nets that
catc h d Jphin an d o ther things we
don ' t n d . yer-fi hing means
world\\"i d e fi h ~a r hes are dropping.

Ekaterina Ko tolla, 15, RlIs sia

o
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The Mermaids
I saw the mermaids
Crawl up on the shore
They couldn't live longer
Down there any more
They had horrible stories
Of what's going on there
The scenes that they witnessed
Which they couldn't bear
They told of a black cloud
That sometimes spread on top
From which strange black
Towards them did drop
They also saw huge nets
Rumbling in the deep
Dragging all inside them
Big and small fish to keep.
Do 1'0 thy Scibel'l'as, Malta

Miho Uchida, Japan
!:>

2"
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LIFE IN THE OCEAN WAVES
Nations must commit themselves t o co ntro l and reduce the
pollution of the marine environnz eJlt 71 1d 111 7iiltaill its life
A enJ ,) :! I. .
support capa city .
People have to stop thinking of our seas as an unli m it d
treasure chest of treasure waiting for us to plunder. \X h \
to stop vacuum-cleaning the seas dry of fish. We llnd r [dn
far less about the delicate ecosystems of the ocean th a n \\'
about those on dry land. We have to study it more - an d
respect it like we respect the rain forest. It is the home f
millions of animals who have as much right to life a u_.
_1

.-\ Y :

... pe les
re
11rmal

Ekaterina J( otoua, 15, Russia

o
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Take care!
The earth is dead without water
Man is dead without water
Birds, fishes, sheep, goats, cows and all
They are dead without water
The sea and the river
They give us love and joy
The ocean keeps the world together
Where are we without these?
I will reach out in my boat to yonder land
Because the sea gives me road
The oceans and rivers give me road
So take care of our marine areas
Please! - ta/<e care!
Dudley Fewry, 18, Sierra Leol1e

Elif Uysa/, Malta

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Prepare sustai nable development plans
for small island states .
• Support the island. s' indigen~Lls c. u!t~re.
• Set up high-level pohcy-ma\ong bodies
to cooperate with N on-Go vern mental
groups to put these plans into effect.

SMALL ISLAND STATES
Small island states are in the worst condition
of all. Stuck in the middle of the oceans, cut
off from the rest of the world, they depend
mostly on the sea for their livelihood. If the
sea level rises due to global warming, some
of these states may disappear completely.
- ..... -___ _
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RIVERS OF SHAME
1l '..1te r.

Water
. uf water
beyond...

All social and economic activity relies hea ui/. ·
is becoming scarce in many countries. Th
resources is of paramount importance ill
.\

..

It's no accident that the two longest chapters in Agenda _ 1
with rivers and seas. The "Earth Summit" might better ha\
been called a "Water Summit" as our planet is 70% "va t r
is water, or the lack of it, which will cause many probl
21 st Century. In dry areas like the Middle East, nation
to go to war about it.
WATER SHORTAGES
Today many countries have less
water than they need. Early in the
next century, a third of the "
world's nations will be
permanently short of water.
Where are new sources of
water? As forests are cut down,
springs dry up. Underground
lakes, laid down in prehistoric
times, are running down fast.
We are taking about as much
water as we can from rivers.
Pollution cripples much of the
rest.
Desalinating sea water is a
possible source but it costs ten
times as much to make.
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SOME FOR ALL
By the year 2000, all city people should be provided with 40
litres of safe drinking water daily. By the year 2025, there
should be safe water andA sanitation for all.
Agend a 21, chapter

18

;4 drop
than (J droP-':tmd in it 
Everything! A ~bo~ : w.QrIl:l .
Transparent but full" ute.i .4nd 'alive
One sphere #i,eets;aU1iii!ers~ 'Of water
Glowing 1* btilliRntc%u'fS
U,1attainable ilItdaltuays.-present.
Li$tenirtg to th.e m,cw'ngwaves
1 feel the peaCe. inside f!tYself.
But the 'perfume-fJq.vored, man..:made drop
1 cannot swallow.
Toilets flush
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House-water bubbles.
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PROBLEM FAMILY
Biological resources feed and clothe us, provide us with housing,
medicines and spiritual nourishment. The loss of biodiversity
continues at a faster rate as a result of human activity.
Age nda 21 , eha prer 15

What is Biodiversity? Bio means life, as in Biology, the science of •
life. Diversity means variety so biodiversity means the variety of
life - 30 million species according to one estimate. Trouble is,
one species seems intent on wiping out the other 29,999,999.
People need what plants and animals provide: for example, a
drug that comes from the rose-colored periwinkle of
Madagascar, has helped many people recover from leukaemia
(a kind of cancer). By our lack of respect for other life forms
around us, we are gradually killing the ecosystems that give
us life.
"

SCI1)'O Percbocuo,
12, R ussia

M other Nature

III
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ul ag;e,
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THE GOOD STEWARD
I dream of a world in which people want to save the rose
colored periwinkle of Madagascar for its own sake, not
because it happens to contain a cure for cancer in people.
Children's State of the Pl a net H a ndbook 1992

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
- one thing: SA \IE IT!! [ /1 order to do
that, go vernments have to:

BIODIVERSITY CONVENTION
A lot of these ideas are included in the
Biodiversity Convention which will soon
become a law. 142 countries signed the
Convention at Rio but it doesn't become a
law until at least 30 countries ratify it - that is
make it a law in their own countries. By
August 1993, 26 countries had ratified it.
The USA signed it in April 1993.

• Create a world information reso urce for
biodiversity.
• Protect biodi ve rsity! This sh ould be d
pan of all governm ent p lans on
environment and developm ent.
• Offer indigenous peoples the ch ance to
contribute t o biodiversi ty con ser va ti o n.
• ~1ake sure that poo r co untri es sha re
equally in t he commercial exploitati o n of
their products and experien ce .
• Protect and repair da maged h8 bitats;
conserve .endangered speci es .
• Assess every big project - da ms, roa ds
etc. - for its environmental impact.

.....

j el111i/er Zee, Hong Kong
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PART II

HUMAN WORLD
• Population

- Bab y Bo m b
- Individual Ch oice

32
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- Sick to D eath
- First A id "
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BABY BOMB
The world's growing population and unsustainable consumptio
patterns are putting increasing stress on all', land, water and
Agend a 21. c haprer 5
energy resources.
Did you know that within the time it takes to draw one breath, 500 kIds are born.
No, the solution is not to stop breathing. We have to stop the trend o f rapid
population growth. Our planet cannot cope with it much longer: if we d o nothing,
the world population will level off close to 14-15 billion at the end f the next
century - three times what it is today! We're finding it quite a challencr t feed,
house and clothe 5 billion, but three times that number.... ?

Brain Drain
The most horrible problem in our co
moment is unemployment. For e ery +
people, able and willing to do a Job. 15 ca.nn
find one. Population growth makes - _ID
to fill the gap between the emp eyed. an
unemployed. People are compelie ~ d
which they are over·qualiLed.. S .. Y
brain drain to seek jobs abroad. As
grows in other coun r ies, . .ere
for them to drain tJJ ."

6

5

~

4

H I!lahi. ri

3

"

The pl,11 et
birth.

7rfJan:

e'
2

Shrikal1t Mal/sin g P,W'tn. 11 . lud,,;

Q

Agenda 21 chapter 5 Oil popll l Iti o n is
very wea/~. How did this happell ?

A

It happened because very powerful lobi i
did not allow the Summit to talk about the
population. There was a coming together of
views of the Vatican with the anti-abortion
lobby in the US and some other developed
countries who did not want to talk abollt the
other side of population which is consumption .
Shridath Ramphal, co-chair,
Commission on Global Govemance
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INDIVIDUAL CHOICE
Countries need to know their national population carryin
capacity - how many people their countries can hold
without bursting.
Agenda 21, chapter 5
Women are at the centre of the population growth probl
It is they who have babies. But why is it that in the
developed world, women have 1-2 children while
in the developing world, they have 5 or more?
Two reasons:
1. EDUCATION

"

If you take a thousand girls in Africa and give
them one more year of primary education, they
will have 500 less children. The.Jink between
education and family size has been proven time
and time again. To educate a girl in Africa at
the primary level costs about US$35 per year 
which is the best use of $35 anywhere in the
world.
Andrew Steer, World Bank.

"

2. ECONOMICS
If you know your one child will survive, you
won't feel the need to have five.

"

In Kenya population doubles every 18 years.
People have children for fairly good reasons.
Children are an economic advantage from
the age of seven onwards-they earn more
than they consume. High infant mortality
means you have to have lots of children so
that at least some will reach adulthood. It
used to be said in India that you had to have
six children to be sure that one, preferably a
son, would survive.
Geoffrey Lean, The Observer

POP U L A T ION •
POPULATION PROGRAMMES
People in the Third World countries do not have big families because they
are careless or ignorant. Children are their hope. Their only security.
Because they don't have any control over their fertility, they end up
with too many children. What they need is the information and
the means to control the size of their families. In other words,
population programmes.
Careful! This is more than just distri buting
contraception. It's a bout the whole economic and
social situation. The smallest families happen in the
most secure societies, where there is peace,
economic and political security and education
systems. Most of all, they happen where
women are treated as equal citizens, with
equal access to well-paying jobs and
ed uca tion.

Q

There's a lot in Agenda 21 about women
playing a critical role in population, but aren't
men usually the problem?

A
SPAR,E

ASPAGE,

PLEASE1·,

1::

Yes - there's a lot of male authority but
not much male responsibility in relation to child
bearing. .Men are not burdened with the
problem of giving birth, they tend to exploit
children - sending them to work instead of
investing in their education. What can children
do? They should challenge their parents not to
have any more children until they can look after
them properly.

>
;e S
----<:
L·::2:=S:::=::;;Z::===~::;:;::=:;;:C::::::::!Ii_!!!!::::::SS~
"2 >-

Dr Nafi, Sadik, Executive Director,
UN Population Fund

_
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SICI( TO DEATH
Human health depends on a healthy environment, clean water
supply, sanitary waste disposal, adequate shelter and a good
supply of healthy food.
Age nda 21, chapter 6
Never in history has knowledge of
medicine been greater than it is
today. Genetics, organ transplanta tions, immunology, improved
antibiotics and vitamins, discovery of
insulin and cortisone etc, etc.
BUT - still 3 million children die
each year from preventable diseases.
About half a million women die each
year from causes related t{:> pregnancy
and child birth. Minimal health care
is still beyond the reach of more than
a million of the world s poor people.
Hundreds of millions of people
ha ve chronic sickness ca used by
over-crowding in cities and general
urban pollution.
I

"Something"
This is somethinG sulid
Somethil1g liquid
Somethil1g within.
Th is is something that bf!!p: It i' b a /JI .
With out this sUlll cthll1 . Ii ,I'm (.·.111 end llre.
Th is is something f lul L- ;a:ur.dl.· pure.
But sorn e/; o lt' tod.1 tJ i.:!_ 1 • IIC .
What cOllld /be pr~)bI m l :
Could it be \'Ull ~
COllld it be 'm ?
k l!l.'i:m Kirkl nJ.
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A IDS
What? AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficienc y Syndrome.
In simple language, it means your bod y cannot heal its own
sickness. No ways have yet been found to cure it.
How? AIDs is caused by Human Immunodeficiency Virus (H IV )
transmitted through the bloodstream by injections, blood trans
fusions or by having sex with an infected person, male or female.
It can a lso be p assed from an infected mother to an unborn child.
It cannot be transmitted by kissing, sharing dishes or dirty toilets.
Who? The majority of the HIV infected people are 15 to 49 years
of age. The number of infected people is growing constantly. The
USA has by far the highest number of reported AIDS cases, nearly
half of all the world's total. But in African countries like Malawi,
Tanzania and Uganda, the number of cases in proportion to the
population is already double that of the USA. The number is
increasing in Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean.
So what? The problem is colossal. In the developed world, the
trauma of AIDs is tearing apart whole families; the cost of treating
each patient is placing heavy strain on health care systems. In the
developing world, it's far worse: AIDs affects mainl y the
educated classes . It threatens to wipe out the very
people who can lead their countries and their
economies into the 21st Century.

Breathing in Silesia is bad
for your health
The air in Upper Silesia is contaminated by
thousands of chemicals. The level of
health education and social awareness is
very low. The children are ill because
their parents live in a contaminated
environment, breathe contaminated air,
drink the contaminated water and often
smoke and work in contaminated
conditions.
Deformities and mutations are the most
visible results of this . Babies and animals
are born with three legs, four arms,
deformed heads and irregular bone
structures. Even if they are born normal,
heavy metals and radiation are dangerous
for babies in their early days of life .

-.'

Elwterina Kotova, 15, Russia

"

It's about bringing
consciousness into our
sex lives - when we do
it, with whom, in w~1at
way, with what protec
tion. It's about making
sure people have
choices and know
enough to make good
ones.
Alan Atkisso11,
II1 Context magazine

"

,

Children's Parliament of Silesia
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FIRST AID
Sound development is not possible without a healthy population
but the lack of development makes many health problems far
worse. The overall goal is Health for All by the Year 2000.
Agenda 21, chapter 6

Health for all by the year 2000? Sounds unreal, doesn't it?
However, the Agenda points a way basing health care in
local communities: governments must help them develop
their own community-based primary health care. Also,
respect for traditional ways of healing is essential.

"

In Sierra Leone
there are government
hospitals, private
hospitals and
herbalists.
Government ones
are short of medicine;
private ones are very
expensive and the
medici11es they sell
are western made. In
this situati on,
Africans rely on
herbalists - the use of
roo ts, leaves and
bdrks {rom trees
w hich is faster and
m ore effective than
m od em medicines.
.\ fic/lael, 19, Sierra Leone

M a Myat San Moe,
14, Myanmar

AGENDA 21 SAY:
Health for all by 1000 reqllires that we:
• All 111(1011 to identify n viro nm ental
• limina te guinea-worm disea~e, polio,
health hazards and ta ke teps to reduce
river bli ndnes and I pr o y comp letely.
them .
• Re duce and control tubercu la i cl nd
mea sles, and c ut _hildbood d ath due ro
• oord inate na t io nal efforts to control
the . pread of t he HIV " A ids" viIUs.
dia rr hoea by 50- 70 % .
• PlIt anti-malaria program mes in p la ce
• Pr o tect m others . Provide them \\ ith the
ev rywhere ma laria is still a p ro bl em.
m ea ns to chao e the numb rand paclIlg
of theif babies ; allow them to brca t-feed
• E tablish tandards for indu trial
hygiene u e of pe tici des, maxi m um
their babie for the fir t 4 months of li f
permitted safe noise and expos ure levels
• Immunize a U children ; protect th em
to ultraviolet rad iat ion .
from se~ u a l and workplace exploitation.
• Protect vuln era ble gr oup l particu larly
• U e effective traditiona l know ledge in
the elderly and d isab led pop ula tion.
national hea lth care systems.
-------------------------------------
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WHAT KIDS
CAN DO?
Take acco unt of our
own he alth. The best
way to cure disease is
to prevent it from
breaking out in the
first place. So put on
'vvarm clothes when it's
cold; don't go out
without your rai ncoat
when it's raining;
demand that yo ur
parents boil the wa ter
if yo u live in a place
where it is polluted.
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Andreana Benitez, 11, Philippil1es
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HEALTH

THE GREEN TRIANGLE:

ENVIRONMENT
How do you like this? It's called The Green
Triangle. Almost any action you take in yo ur
life produces an effect on the three corners of
the triangle. Example: you choose to eat rich
meaty food. It's bad for your health; it
damages the environment, and it costs you
more money.

MONEY
Another example: you start walking or
bicycling instead of using your car. Results:
pollution emissions are cut doyvn - good for
the environment; your health improves and
yo u save mone y on gas.
Fun, isn't it? So whatever you do, check it
out first on the green triangle!
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FORGOTTEN PEOPLE
The root causes of poverty are hunger, illiteracy, inadequate
medical care, unemployment and population pressures.
Agenda 21, chapter 3

There's more than a billion people in the world living on
less than $1 a day. Who are they? The first picture that
comes into your head is of starving children, ill, desperate,
helpless people depending on the rich world's never
sufficient aid - a shame to the big cities and a burden to
exhausted land. They cut down too many trees; they farm
in a way that is ruining the soil; they have too many
children ... Why is it so? Are the poor really to be blamed?
No! Poor people are politically disempowered, have no
education, no choices ans. no access to any resources.
EXTREMELY POOR
Poverty

Poverty, oh! poverty!
Your letters spell sadn ess,
distress and sorrow.
Awaking at morn, I behold thy face.
At night before I sleep, thy sight bids me
a sleep less night.
I lay on my bed moaning and weeping.
For th e dear ch ild whom I bore,
Now wasting away,
Beneath my watching eyes.

Accordi ng to the World Bank, t:wre are
more than 1.1 billion peo p le in poverty of
which 630 million are "e "tre m ely poor" 
those with an averao-e a n n ua l income of less
than US$275. Po or ' ( u Drries are the ones
with the lowest !c\" I ot
u ation, the

f

poorest health. th e I a r ac-.:e s to sa e water
and sanitation , an rh . mos t impoverished
natural reSOLl!" e I "1 c.
These sam c unr ri es contain most of the
Only skin and bone of my children I see
Yawning and qua/<.ing at the sight of food.
world's F r eopl b ut not a ll. 200 million
By my side lies the youngest
~.n'\,""~ live in in du rria\iz d co untr ies.
so pale and white
Uttering naught, but "food! food!"
Oh! I see the hands of death,
Coming forth to clutch l11y child
But naught can I do but to say to thee
Poverty, oh! poverty, why trea t me thus ?
Ubong Jonathan Okan, Nigeria

P 0 V E R T Y •

Step over him
Step over him liI<.e he's not even there
Nevennind his sunl<.en stare
He's here 'cause he wants to be here
Any money you give him he'll waste on beer
He ain't our problem-he's 710 one we know
Our taxes build shelters, that 's where he'll go.
Another bum 071 the street maIzes no
difference to me
I work for a living. So can he.
He's not really a man, just trash in the way
They should sweep'em all up and throw 'em
away
Just another piece of litter, that's all I see.
... Oh, please God, don't let that happen to me.
D. J. Purnell, 14, USA

Millions of People
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S. Asia

E. Asia

Mid-East! E.Europe LAmerica Sub-Saharan
N. Africa
Africa
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This is where the poorest people of the world live.
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You might have
thought that over the
last 30 years, the gap
between the richest
and the poorest on our
planet would have
narro\~red. Wrong! It's
twice as big now as it
was in 1960. Our
world has 157
billionaires, 2 million
millionaires and 1.1
billion who live on less
than $1 a day.
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i 'Poverty progr mes is to make
people better able to earn a living in a sustainable way.
Agenda 21, chapter 3

People in the developed world think of the poor as people to be
pitied, people to give money to. Wrong! Agenda 21 's key message is
that the poor are incredibly resourceful - they have to be, to be able
to live in horrible environments on $200 a year. Most rich,
called educated people would die! We must give the poor
the respect they deserve and include them as full
and equal partners in the search for solutions.
---- -
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It's wrong to think that only the rich can
give help. Anybody can. The right gesture
comes from the heart, not from the pocket.
Mr Dil1adayalan, Social Welfare and Nutritious
Meal Program, Tamil Nadu, India

"

FAIR TRADE NOT JUST AID
What the poor lack is resources. They don't
usually need to be given these. They are well
able to earn them if they are given a fair deal
in the trading system. What happens now is
that rich governments allow a log to come in
with low customs taxes but a chair,
something that's been through a factory, has
very high taxes. This means it's not worth
poor countries building factories to make
logs into chairs although they could do
it much more ~heaply than rich countries.
This is called protectionism. Closing the
doors of the world's markets to the poor. We
must open the doors. Until we do, all the aid
in the world will not end poverty.
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SHOP 'TIL YOU ..

~--------------~~--~---.

The major cause of the continued deterio ration of the global
environment is the unsustainable pattern of consumption and
production, particularly in the industrialized countries.
Agen da 21, cha p ter 4

AN AVERAGE AME RI CAN CONSUMES 330 TIMES AS
MUCH ENER G Y THA N AN AVERAGE ETHIOPIAN.
Chamsai M el1asveta, 17, T hailan d

~~~~======~~=-~~~~==~-

CON 5 U M P T ION

~ I, e

TURNING UP
We are addicted to energy. We \~,ant to buy more, newer,
bigger, better things; we want to drive all'{()ver in our own cars; we want
to fly whenever it's possible. This comforta I>l.t 14e costs energy and the more
we use, the bi~ger ~he tl:reat to the environmen;.\!he us~ of fossil fuel (coal, oil,
gas) results 111 aCId rall1 and the greenhouse effect: hurrIcanes, floods and the
rising of the sea level. These threa ts are serious. The s~a level is rising at ten
times its natural speed. This can result in whole countries disa'ppearing! 5till
fossil fuels are the most popular energy source. It's h'j'r d to use less. Nuclear
power has failed to provide a safe alternative. The big q ~~tion is what happens
when developing countries start requiri!1g the luxuries enjoy ed in the developed
world? If \,ve used. as much energy per person as industrialized countries, the
world would need five times as much as it uses today. Our planet definitely
couldn 't stand the pollution this would generate. 50 what should we in
the developing world do? Shut up, stay poor. No way! Vie must
find new sustainable ~€es of energy and so must
the ind usfi'ialized countries.
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CHILL OUT!
We've got to develop new concepts of wealth and prosperity
which are more in harmony with the Earth's carrying capacity.

.. ..

A.genda 21, chapter 4

ain responsibility for cutting
consumption and energy use lies
with industrialized countries. They must
ut it NOW - instead of constantly
iticr
~

WHAT CAN WE DO?
e Best thing to do is, simply: don't b u,
anything that isn't necessary, And wh en you
must ouy, choose a product that is a eco
friendly as p s ible. When making \'our
decision, thi nk of what has hap pened before
the stuff got to yo ur hands (how it \\ a~ maJe.
of what ma teria l, using how m uch energ) in
what kind of working conditi on 'J 3 well a.
what will happen w hen you won 't need it
any mor (can you co mpost or recycle it, OJ'
maybe pa it to a fr iend).
The busille s worl d prod uce only what
people want to buy. The deci ions you make
when doing. our everyday sh opping can
ha ve a bi er effect than you could imagine!

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Reduce consumption; use less energy.
• Eco-label less harmful products .
• Make eco-friendly produ.cts cheaper by
taxing ec -harmful ones.
• Tax industry that pollu tes or s
limited nature resour es; sUppOJ
friendly industry.
• Develop sources of renewable energy.
• Help developing countries in building
their co nomie ba sed on utilizing
. newable o urces of energy.

Invented in California, these portable
oookers can be used to cook family meals
anywh ere there is continuous sunshine.
Advantages are obvious:
• no need to cut down trees;
• no polluting fires;
• no hot surfaces to burn children;
• simple to make;
• rea l cheap to run!
Every h ome should have one!
.
Peace Child Santa

,. z, USA ,,'
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THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE
What we need is to find a new kind of lifestyle
based on inner instead of outer values. To find
a reason for living other than collecting as much
material things as possible.
This can also be a chance for us to discover
something new about ourselves. When we look
back, we might notice that the best moments in
our lives were not bought ones.

"

We should act more as human beings and not
like human havings. Human havings are
dependent of the power status that people
would recognize in you if you have more cars, a
bigger home or whatever. But, if you can accept
that you're a human being, then you just are.
Fred Matser, Harmony Health Centre, Netherlands

"

"

Joanna
Michalik,
Po/and

,':
"

MY HAPPIEST MOMENTS ...
• - are in the open fields, seeing the wonders of nature. In nature, 1 find joy, love and freedom.
Oh! trees, I get a particular joy when I see you moving your leaves, the rivers moving slowly and
the long sandy beaches with their ebbing tide.
It all starte a when I was a small boy. My parents talked to me about the need to protect the
environment. From that moment, I had the longing to be amongst other youth around the world
working towards a solution to our environment problems. Working on this book has been
certainly the happiest time in my life. Just sitting together around a table, mapping out plans to
free the trees, the rivers, the beaches from destruction, and to hear people in the North so
concerned about the future of Youth in the South. That, for me, is better than all the fast cars,
big houses or so ca II ed "jet-set" life s tyl e.
Sheku Syl Kamara, 20, Sierra Leone
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DANGEROUS GARBAGE
Unsustainable consumption, particularly in industrializ ed
nations, is increasing the amount and variety of wastes.
Quantities could in crease four to fivefold by the year 2025.

During the race for progress, most of us
forgot to collect the stuff we dropped
along the way. That's the reality which
is now catching up with us. It's like a
huge snake that has been slowly coiling
itself around us. Now it's beginning to
hurt. We 've been producing more and
more waste including chemicals and
nuclear material that will hang around
and be dangerous for hundreds, even
thousands, of years. It's time to panic 
and to act! Soon there will be no more
room for these mountains of rubbish.
Agenda 21 devotes three chapters to
this problem: first it looks at solid waste
- sewage, household garbage. Second at
hazardous waste, poisonous stuff, lethal
to us and to our environment. Lastly, at
nuclear waste that comes from nuclear
power statlOns and bomb factories.
SOLID WASTE
This is set to increase four to five times by
2025. In developing countries, less than 10%
of human sewage is treated. If we do nothing
to change this, by 2025 the planet will be
engulfed in a mountain of human manure!
My mother weeps
I was proud to call her my moth er
- today it's not th e same.
T smash th e sew age right il1to her face
Sorry if I hu rt her spirit, her lovely taste
Sh e throws a g lance - there 's nothing new
Just th e same old dirt y view. Sh e w eeps
- and weep s, seeing those so lids lay
Her rivers flowing all turned grey
And her sons dying for th ere's no oth er way.
Dharna Gupta, 13, India

WAS T E
HAZARDOUS WASTE
The industrial revolution has changed life in
developed countries from a struggle of
survival to the complex high-tech experience
it is today. Industry works with increasing
speed to fulfill our various needs.
The dark side of this is all the poisonolls

. ~ . --

...........

N UCLEAR WASTE

, ~ ",

---..

",,---

leftovers nobody seems to have knowledge,
interest or money to treat. Each year, 260
million tons of hazardous waste is produced
in the USA - many times that in the rest of the
world. \Vorst, poor countries have become
dumpin g grounds for the hazardous waste of
rich na tion s. Out of sight, out of mind!

Our inyi sible gift to future generations! Every
year, tons and tons of it are produced and
trucked across industrialized countries. No
new nuclear power sta tions are being built,
but the problem of several hundred existing
ones rematns.
There is no method of storage that is
guaranteed to be safe in an earthquake. By
the year 2000, there'll be 100,000 truck
loads of radioactive waste stored in Great
Britain alone! This is a problem our
generation will have to face and one that will
still be around for our great, great, great
grandchildren.

.....

Emily Monaghan, 17, UK

TOXIC CHEMICALS
Chemicals are a vital part of our modern world
used in virtually every industry and human
process. Trouble is, many of them are" toxic" or
poisonous. Toxic chemicals that are banned in
rich countries are transported and illegally
dumped in poor countries which do not have the
capacity to deal with them. There is currently no
global agreement on trade in toxic chemicals.
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Invisible D eat h Adam Be I IIS, 17, UK~
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Agenda 21, Chap ter 19
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OPERATION CLEANUP
Prevent or minimize the generation of waste. This should be
part of an overall cleaner production approach; by 2010, all
countries should have national plans for waste management.
Agenda 21, chapters 20 & 22

There is a clear solution to the waste problem: waste
should not be produced in the first place. We've got used
to waste as an inevitable fact of life but in fact waste is
always a big mistake. Industry can and should introduce
ways of making things without producing waste.

"

One of the interesting things happening on
human settlements, is some wonderful work
that has been done on the development of the
indigenous materials for housin~. We're
actually creating housing materials from
waste. This is being done in a number of
countries - bricks made from waste are
actually produced in different countries so
we're creating new industries, jobs and so on
as well as using up waste.
Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Under-Secretary-General
UNEPlHABITAT

"

WHAT CAN WE DO?
Do not create waste. Buy only things that you
really need and things that last. When you
can't make use of them any more, recycle or
find another person who needs them.
Compost all your household waste; use a
compost toilet to dispose of your sewage.
Don't buy products that are wrapped in
unnecessary, cute covers.
The most important thing is to pressure
industry to move on to waste-free processes.
Try to find out which companies are wasting
what and let it influence your shopping
decisions. Then boycott their products.
When enough of us do that, they will have to
change their ways.

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Reduce waste, recycle and tax
packaging materials.
• Require that industry adopt cleaner
production methods.
• Developed countries: promote the
transfer of low-waste production methods
to developing countries.
• Give the people the right to know the
risks of chemicals they are exposed to.
• Immediately clean up contaminated
areas and give help to their inhabitants.
• Make polluters pay cleanup costs.
• Ensure that the military disposes of
their hazardous waste properly.
• Ban illegal export of hazardous waste to
countries not equipped to deal with it.
• Minimize creation of radioactive waste.
~-----------------------------------,-

Nnammonso B. Asuquo, Nigeria

~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~=--

WASTE

EXPLOSION AT KLO N G TOEY, 1991
One Saturday afternoon in March an unusua l
billowing cloud of smoke was seen hovering in th
air. We all knew that Bangkok was po ll uted. but
we never thought that it was th at bad . There we re
chemicals in the air, in exposed food and water and
in the blood of the residents of these area~.
The accident probably sta rted when conta iner
of phosporus ignited spon taneously in fron t of
a warehouse, producing an intense fire which
quickly consumed several ware houses.
It has left behind man y seriou
problems - complaints of itchy skin,
rashes, wounds that took place at the
time and have never healed;
pregnant women whose babies
have died in the womb . To
make matters worse many of
the people fell ill.
The residents of the
Klong Toey area are
not aware how
serious and toxic the
explosion was.
Although many were
offered other temporary
housing they preferred to
remain where they were.
Those whose homes were
destroyed wanted to rebuild their
shacks over the burnt and
contaminated area .
After the explosion, jerry cans, drums
and plastic bags containing lethal
chemicals, acids that survived the fire
were stacked all over the surrounding areas.
Despite warnings on the containers - to keep
these materials in cool temperatures, out of
direct sunlight - they were left unprotected,
directly in the sun. The result was fire. Warnings
about not using these cans to extinguish fire were
totally ignored.
Another problem was that many large amounts of
chemicals stored in Klong Toey ports were

.

unlabelled. More than 50 % of chemical cargo kept
in the Port Authority of Thailand warehouses were
moved out of the Klong Toey port area during the
following weeks. Nobody knows where they went.
It seems to me, that government officials in
Bangkok don't want to take responsibility for such
problems when they occur. The result is
confusion about" it's someone else's
responsibility." Many people knew the
chemicals were being stored under wrong
conditions but because of this "May-pen
rai" (never mind) attitude, Thai
residents suffered. We hope that the
Thai government learnt a lesson
from this horrible experience. In
the short term they need to
look at relocation and
housing assistance for the
people who lived in the
Klong Toey area. The
government could
move the people out
of Bangkok to start a
housing program on
less expensive land.
They could then provide
free transportation for their
jobs in the city. They
have started to clean up the
~~ Klong Toey slum, although this is
~Q;- more due to pressure from citizens
. that government efficiency.
For the future, the government must
prevent this sort of problem happening
again. Inexpensive health care and housing
programs need to be started for the poor,
possibly through taxes and donations. There
should also be better enviromental education for
the whole community through schools, newspapers
and television. There is a TV program once a week
which informs people of the enviromental
problems being faced in Thailand. This is the step
in the right direction.
Lalana Panijpan, 18, Thailand
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SOIL RUNNING OUT
There's only so much land in our world.
Expanding human requirements are increasing
pressures on it, creating competition and conflicts.
Agenda 21, chapter 12

As our consumption, wants and needs increase, more land
is needed to feed our growing numbers. If cheap and
careless farming methods are used, the land gets less fertile.
It can turn into deserts. At best, it becomes degraded and
unproductive. Soil and land are under heavy stress today.
With the large increases in population expected, every
scrap of land has to be looked after very carefully.
~'::;;;;P;;~"F'"..:r.;~ao;;::il

Problem of Storage
I trod the bush track daily
With my hoe and matchet on m;:; shoulder
Coming home with my harvest
I have no good place to store it
But to increase the heap of refuse
Behind my house.
The scorching sun burns my back mercilessly
Sweat and rain soak my clothes
The drudgery of toil weighs heavily on me
I have found no solution; I have no alternative but to
toil in sweat and pain
For the little I eat.
Mary Edet, 15, Nigeria

WINDBREAKS
Modern farmers tend to pull down the hedge
rows which enable them to seed more land and
drive bigger machinery across their farms. This
raises the productivity but only for a short time.
In the long run, it degrades the land. Also,
hedges are home to all sorts of wild life and
flowers which die when their hedgerow homes
are destroyed. Without the hedges as wind
breaks, much of the fertile soil blows away.

SCIENCE FAILED
Between 1950 and 1980, the world
produced more and more food
each year. In the 1980's the
increase stopped. In some
areas we produce less food.
Scientists have developed
new cereals which ripen
earlier and produce more
grain. But these crops need
fertilizer and pesticides but
pesticides kill more than
just pests. They kill the bugs
that keep the land healthy.
Now science, which has
helped double and re
double grain yields
through the 50's and
60's, is running out of
new ideas. So how will
we feed our extra
billions?

Agata Pawlat, 17, Poland
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Hana Barack ova, 13, Czech Republic

Take one last look
Take a seat under a tree
and Let the stillness enveLop you.
Let the Liana softLy stroke your hair
as you watch patches of sun Light
dancing on the fallen Leaves
Listen carefully and you will h ear
the gurgLing of a near by stream,
the chat of monkeys
in the branch es abov e you .
Look carefully y ou will see
the verdant green of
young shoots
straining towards
the sun light
you will notice th e bright
spLash es of tiny red and
yellow fLowers .
.~
Look Long and hard,
;=::
For you will want
c.:: to be abLe to remember
~. and describ e this to your
grand chiLdren
when you return
many y ears from now
and find onLy a bare,
arid d esert .
Aditi Charda, Tanzania

DESERTIFICATION
In many places, soil has lost its natural
goodness beca use farmers ha ve over-used it,
ploughing it year after year for their crops.
This sucks the goodness out of the soil until
eventually it be~omes like dust and is blown
away by wind or washed away by rain.

SALINIZATION
Salinization hal(pens when irrigation water
evaporates and leaves behind salts which
harden into a rock hard surface. This makes
land impossible to plough. Salinization is
damaging 7% of the worlds croplands.

Vj
Vj

Global warming
ca uses eva pora tion
from soils and reduces
crop yields.
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HAPPY FARMERS
The priority must be to maintain and improve the capacity of
agricultural lands to support an expanding population.
Agenda 21, chapter 14

To plan the way we use our precious land, we must include
everyone in the planning - indigenous people, women,
young people, scientists and experts in rural development.
Agenda 21 urges greater conservation, greater sharing of
information, but it doesn't touch on the all important areas
of land ownership. Without firm control of their land, no
farmer is going to be entirely happy.
LESS MEAT
Soil degrada tion is sometimes ca used by
overgrazing. In the USA, 85 %'of the soil lost
is directly attributed to the creation of
livestock for consumption. In addition, 50%
of the freshwater resources is used to irrigate
pasture and food crops for cattle. Switching
to a vegetarian or reduced meat diet would
definitely bring environmental advantages.
ORGANIC FARMING
There is a growing number of farmers who
are concerned a bou t the effects of chemicals
on the environment and who have turned to
organic methods. They use natural compost
and animal manure to fertilize their fields.
These farmers choose crop rotation instead
of growing the same thing on the same field
every year. So they don't wear out the soil or
let the numbers of pests which attack a
particular crop build up. They don't
use chemical sprays but instead increase the
natural resistance of their crops and animals
to pests and diseases.
Naturally there are drawbacks: it takes at
least two years before the land can be cured
of all the chemicals that have been poured
into it. In those years, the farmer will earn
very little. Also, organic farming may need
more hand labour, more workers and thus
be more expensive to produce. For these
and other reasons, there are still very few
organic farmers a bou t.

Agata Pawlat, 17, Poland
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. The Impossible becomes Possible
We should work and produce enough food
Sustaining this land. feeding the people;
But how will this be done?
To sit on the fence will bring no change,
With hatred - impossible
With cheating - impossible
But with love and unity
The impossible becomes possible.
Uduak El1efiok, 15, Nigeria
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LIVING ON THE EDGE
A growing number of cities are showing symptoms of the global
environment and development CrzSlS, ranging from air pollution
to homeless street dwellers.
Agenda 21, chapter 7

Cities have always been the centre of hustle and bustle. It
made work much easier because everything was in one place.
But we got other problems. Cities kept on growing and
growing, to the point of not being able to cope. People flooded
in making what is called "Mega Cities"- ones with more than
10 million people. By the year 2000, there will be more than
25 Mega Cities and most of them are large, over
crowded, over-built, polluted, creaking
catastrophies ...
LIFE IN THE BIG CITY ...
Another gray morning in New York City.
As I look up, I see nothing but a blanket that
prevents sun from shining. I reach the corner of
the street and see a whirlpool of garbage on the
pavement.
On my bike now cycling through the busy
streets of midtown. I get caught behind the bus
with rows of cars either side. I tuck my head
into my shirt so as not to inhale fumes coming
from every direction.
On my way home, I go through Central Park,
safe heaven in this concrete town. Yet even in its
deepest corner, you can't escape the famous
skyline standing high and overpowering against
a mauve sky.
Another gray evening in New York City .
Analia, 17, USA

Wu Shuang,
10, China

CIT I E 5 • 57

Cities
In an ancient light
of stars,
the solid city of
concrete,
suddenly becomes
a gaping wound,
bleeding
of a silent melody,
of a million
beating hearts.

Istanbul
The natural habitats in and around Istanbul haven't Chang~::i.iy,
. J.~~J:'z.
the last ice-age. They are rich in wildlife with some species ~mflb....",(
cannot be found in any other part of the Earth. But now thisJ1l$tgr~~
city of 11 million inhabitants is in danger. Already a mega
population will double by the year 2025 - something I can' t imagfu-e~
without terror! Shanty towns are springing. up everywhere, uncon
trolled and illegal. They pollute drinking water and endanger the
community. Big construction projects destroy the environment
because they are not well planned. DKHD, Natural life Protection
Fund has started a Green Zone project to protect the natural habitats.

.

Birce Boga, 17, Turkiye (Turkey)

Stella Parland, 19, Finland
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MY HOUSE
G overnments should see that the homeless get
access to land, credit and low-cost
building materials.
Agend a 21, ch a pter 7
Cities must be planned better. "Better"
means in an environmentaly-friendly
way. City public transportation
should be cheap and well organ
ized. City sewage should be
recycled and treated for use in
fertiliza tion. Household rub bish
should be recycled into compost
then used for parks and green
spaces. Most important are strict
city limits and prevention.pf
uncontrolled expansion.

Eco-community
to create a town for 12 ,000 people that was a
of eco-responsibility, what would it be like?
Bamberton in Canada tries to be the answer. Every house is
eco-efficient; 85% of waste is recycled, much of it into compost
to feed local fruit trees in parks (called edible landscaping! )
Local shops, schools and businesses allow people to use cars less;
roads give way to big old trees, bending round them creating twisting
streets, slowing traffic; houses are laid out to encourage conversations
and build community. Once built, a town may last a thousand years. More
than anyone else, town builders are accountable to future generations and their
unspoken needs.
Guy Dauncey, quoted by In Context magazine

"......,,;;1'-",,"

CIT I E S •
THE LITTLE GARDEN
Screeching horns c7IId

,1 ma d msh was all that was left in my life after
shifting to th e fift h floor llat in the city. My passions were
completely f orgo tte n. }\II), love for the plants just died out.
Until th e day a b rain wave struck me. I sketched out a plan
alld lis ted the essentials. As the first step, I went to each flat
ill 0 111' b llilding and asked if they could spare their
L'ege ta ble wastes. They readily agreed: "Disposal of
w a stes with no trouble? " - this was too good to be
true for them.
I collected sugar cane waste from the kiosks selling
sugar cane juice and lined some pots and boxes
with them. Then I put in a little soil. On top of
this, I put the manure I had made from th e
vegetable waste. Then I planted seedlings. I
sprayed each of them with homemade pesticide
made out of crushed neem leaves.
Thus I formed my little garden.
Child from Mysore, India

Ekaterina
Kotova,
Russia

Changing Settleme~
Patterns

•

I[

In the olden days, our forefathers built their hous es
,,'
i\
through communal effort. They formed groups and wert
r\/~eJ search of building materials such as bamboo sticks and tai-tai
\.
(local rope made from palm trees). Straw was used for roofing
mats. By this method, everybody had a house to live in.
In our time, many people have left traditional homes to urban
settlements to find jobs. They live in dilapidated wooden-walled houses
which might collapse at any time.
We have to return to the traditional method of communal effort using traditional
building materials. They are still available and cheap.
Unesco Club, Madagascar
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I(ILL 'EM ALL!!
Warfare is inherently destructive of sustainable development,
effective laws, respected by all states are needed ...
Rio Declaration, Principle 24

All of us who took part in this exercise were surprised by one thing:
there's nothing in Agenda 21 about war and militarism! Agenda 21
can never happen without peace. So why doesn't it get a mention?
One reason was that the Gulf War was going on as the Agenda
was being written: no government wanted to have limits placed
on its ability to make war. Another reason was money.

"

THE WASTE OF WAR

We are overspending on the means
destruction. The world is saying - "Yes, we
know that we need money to implement
Agenda 21 and we know it's a small
proportion of what we spend on the military
but we cannot see a way to do it ...
Sir Shridath Ramphal, Co-chair,
Commission on Global Governance

"

The military wastes lives, wastes the time of
some of our best engineers and scientists, and
wastes huge amounts of money - close to a
trillion dollars a year! With the end of the Cold
War, that figure is declining but it is still far too
high. The military also wastes the environment:
according to the Worldwatch Institute, the
military is "the single biggest polluter on
earth." Worst of all, war wastes childhood.

My Name is War Boris, 14, Russia

WAR

Peace is not just the absence of war 

"~;
"h' _ E~.ZCS

•

PEACE IS A STATE OF MIND
You cannot destroy an enemy by shooting him. That only
creates more enemies. The only way to destroy an enemy is to
make him your friend.
Peace Child, 1992

There MUST be something we can do! Kid s h~1\"e in the past helped to
resolve conflict: youth exchanges helpe d heal French/German relations
after World War II. Samantha Smith 's letter to the Russian leader in 1983,
triggered events which helped change US and Soviet peoples' feelings
a bout each other. Children must stand up to their parents and tell them war is
crazy. It has to stop! If we don't, it is we who are called up to fight.
~ _I

SNAPSHOTS FROM A WAR
There's a war going on in my country.

Pp

-

Nobody believed it was ha p pening. We were
expecting it ro srop any da~. It was insane:
nobody wanted it. Soon it spread to Bosnia.
Now there's so much pain and hatred
around it's hard ro think. The ones who
suffer the most are children. They're losing
their parents, families, friends - childhood. I
have seen a gray-haired 13 year old refugee. I
didn't dare look into his eyes. These children
are going ro groy" up soon. What can we
expect from them? This is the most scary
thought for me.
A child from Croatia

Juan Sc /w/ovic, 17, Ser /)it!

"

We can't stop this war right now but we
won't let it go on in our hearts. We must be
responsible enough to be able to forgive.
Daniela, 19, Croatia

"

He and she are brother and sister. He is a
little older and he cares about his sister
because there is nobody else ro do it. Their
parents got killed in war. Also their
grandmother, grandfather, uncle and ... the
list is roo long. It all happened suddenly like
a short summer storm: some bad people
taked their land but leaved them alive 
alone, hungry and very scared. The only
strength the y find now is from their joint
embrace. They want to wake up and find that
it is all just a bad dream after which their
mother will welcome them with a tender
lullaby and send them ro a better dream. The
two of them are still waiting. A child from Serbia
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Dann Warick, 22, USA
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PART III

MAKING IT HAPPEN
WHO'S GOING TO DO ALL THIS?
•
•
•
•
•

Role of Governments
Role of United Nations
Major Social Groups
Local Government
Science & Technology

• Money
• Trade & Environment
• Education

...
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WHO'S THE BOSS?
Agenda 21 reflects a global consensus at the highest level. Its
successful implementation is first and foremost the responsibility
of governments....
Agenda 21, Preamble

Governments lead our countries. They wrote Agenda 21. They
have the money to make it happen but, with most, the energy
generated by Rio is already slipping. Some one has to check to
see they are keeping their promises.
GOVERNMENTS ARE TOPS
What are the words that come up most often
in Agenda 21? We did a word count on the
computer to find out how often certain words
are used. This is what we came up with:
Hit Words of Agenda 21:
10. Disabled
'
6
9. Children
66
8. Youth
80
7. Indigenous people
162
6. Education
249
5. Women
272
4. Training
368
3. Cooperation
416
2. Research
421
1. Government
1107

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
Governments must:
• Develop National Agenda 21s to make sure that
new laws aren't just good for the economy but for
people and the environment as well.
• Provide technical support to countries who can't
enforce environmental laws.
• Tax products that aren't ecologically friendly so
that people will buy those products that don't harm
the environment.
• Introduce environmental accounting: governments
and businesses must stop thinking of natural
resources as free sources of profit. For example, they
must include the cost of regrowing a forest in the
"cost" side of their accounts.

Environmental Accounting

Anna Grzybowska, 16, Poland

G 0 V ERN MEN T S

&

UN·

UN-STOPPABLE
The United Nations is uniquely placed to help governments
achieve the objectives of Agenda 21. The UN itself should
rebuild and revitalize itself around these goals.
Agenda 21, chapters 37 & 38

Since Rio, the UN has kept its promise to set up offices to
help governments implement Agenda 21. It has worked to
find ways to close the gap between the rich and poor nations.
Christopher Wei!, 18, Germany

Third World's Lament
The First World has had its fun
The Third World's just begun
But fluorocarbons from the fridge
Make ozone holes we cannot bridge
So poverty must be our lot
And development, it seems, must stop.
The First World now has made its gold
With grand new plans it makes so bold
Fudging figures to give skewed statistics
(Developed folk are adept at these antics!)
They tell us:
"Rice fields pollute more than our cars!"
So pressure is put on poor countries like ours
For decades of indulgence, they pay no price,
But in such matters, we have no rights.
Loans are witheld;
Hard bargains are driven.
With backs against the wall,
We toe the line.
The First World goes all out for their kill
And the poorer nations become poorer still.
A change of heart must take place
If the poorer world is to see better days.
Rekha Menon, 14, India

SHARING INFORMATION
The UN is the coordinating force in making
Agenda 21 a reality. It has already created an
information network on sustainable
development. It will also hold a special session
no later than 1997 to review progress.
CAPACITY BUILDING
The increasing ga p between the differing worlds
of the rich and the poor is clear throughout
Agenda 21. For example, the North has twice
as much university education, 50% more
scientists and technicians, more radios, more
computers, four times as many telephones - the
list is endless.
Bridging of this gap, according to Agenda 21,
is called capacity building. This basically means
providing peopl().. wi th ed uca tion and local
services so that they can understand and carry
out sustainable development. To make this
possible UNDP has started Capacity 21, a
training programme, operating at a local level.
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Michael Kanyako, 22, Sierra Leone
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WE'RE IN IT TOGETHER
Fundamental to the achievement of sustainable development
broad public participation by all major social groups.

lS

Agenda 21 , chapters 23, 24, 26 , 27, 29, 30 & 32

Agenda 21 is mainly targeted at our governments but that
doesn't mean that the rest of us are not involved. We all know
that the Agenda is not going to happen unless every group and
person in society feels responsible for putting it into effect.
Agenda 21 mentions nine major groups and how they should
coopera te with the government.
1. WOMEN
Women make up over half of the world's
population. This alone should make them one
of the most powerful groups in society. Still in
man y countries, most women h5ven't got access
to even the most elementary schooling or the
possibility to work outside their home, and
millions of women are physically abused every
day.

"

In Sierra Leone, only a quarter of the women
g et primary schooling. It's better in the cities,
but out in the villages a woman's only duty is to
cook for the man and care for the children. She
has no role in decision-making, not even
concerning her family or herself
Sheku Kamara, 19, Sierra Leone

i

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
Have more women
decision-makers,
planners, scientists!
Governments should:
• Set up education
programmes so all
women can learn to
read and write.
• Make sure women
in developing
countries have rights
to o\vn land and get
credit from banks .
• Make women aware
of the environmental
consequences of what
they buy through eco
labelling, especially in
rich countries.
• Help set up child
care so more women
can go ro work.
• Do everything
possible to stop
vio lence against
women.

India

surprising in a place like India to find
'a triarchal society. In most of India it
_em~ tl'l~t men have a hold on everything, but
in..: - a-ksJ1wadeep and Kerala in Southern India
it's the woman who is boss. In the rest of India
the girl is supposed to give dowry to the
bridegroom, but here the bridegroom gives a
dowry to the girl. In Lakshwadeep and Kerala
women are better educated and as well as taking
care of their homes, they are the breadwinners
of the family. They keep accounts of family
expenditure, run the shops and are generally
responsible for running the community.
Rekha Menon, 14, India

~P.~~'i~8Il '

2. NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are
charities and pressure groups formed by
ordinary people, independent of governments
and political parties, eg Greenpeace, World
Wild Life Fund and Amnesty International.
They have a wealth of expertise and energy
vital to the making the agenda work. We hope
that man y will work with young people on the
Rescue Mission.

M A
It

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Get close communicati on between go vernments
and NGOs.
• Cooperation betwee n NGOs themselves should
be increased.
• UN agencies should suppo rt NG Os.
• Freedom for NGO s to sa y things and promote
ideas that govern ments and industry might not
like must be guaranteed.
~
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WWF

The
Centre for Our
Common Future

3. TRADE UNIONS
The goal of sustainable development is to
provide jobs for everyone in a safe, clean
environment. Trade unions have organized
radical changes in workers' conditions.
AGEND A 21 SAYS:
• Workers should take part in all decisions,
peraring \\-it]' both emp loyers and
o\·ernments .
• Trade unions should promote worker
ducarion and rrainil1g in work hea lth and
safety.

Busi ness plays a very important role in any
kind oJ development. A large part of
conservation, resource use, waste reduction,
rights of workers, etc. lies in the hands of the 
businessmen!

"

Sebastian &' Victo r, Chile

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Environmental management should be given a
lot of importance and national business councils
should be set up for th at purpose.
• Measures should be taken to reduce the
industry's impf1'c t on the environment and
develop cleaner production methods.

Christopher Wei!, 18, Germany
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5. INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
Indigenous people know their land better than
anyone. As civilization advances, it threatens to
destroy them and their knowledge. They held a
meeting in Rio where they declared: "We walk
to the future in the footprints of our ancestors
which are permanently etched on our lands. "
AGENDA 21 SAYS:
Governments should:
• Let indigenous people take an active part in all
political decisions affecting them and their land.
• Respect and protect the property and culture of
indigenous people.

From the smallest to th e largest living being, from the air,
the land and the mountains, the creator has placed us, the
indigenous peoples, upon our Mother Earth.
Indigenous Peoples Declaration, Rio de Janeiro, June '92

6. FARMERS
Indigenous people, rural dwellers and family
farmers are the actual caretakers of much of the
world's resources: they are directly in touch
with the environment. Agriculture occupies a
third of the world's land surface and is a central
activity for much of the world's population.
This is why farmers have a chapter to
themselves in the Agenda.
AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Give more responsibility to farmers.
• Develop farming practices and technologies
that are sa fe for the environment.
• Farmers should share knov,dedge on conserv
ation of natural resources.
• Bring ecology into agricultural training.
• Prices of agricultural products need to reflect
environmental costs.

7. Children and Youth, see pages 77- 91
8. Local Authorities, see opposite page
9. Science and Technology, see page 70
Michael Kanyako , 22, Sierra Leone

L 0 CAL

POL I TIC S •

LOCAL POLITICS
Local authorities, as the leuel of gouernment closest to people,
have a uital role in educating and mobilizing the public to get
behind the goals of Agenda 21.
Agenda 21, chapter 28
Every local authority should prepare a Local A.genda 21 to
link the interests of local people in business, public services
and ordinary citizens.
AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Local governments should draw up their o\\"n
Agenda 21s to reshape the policies. laws and
regula tions of their districts .
• Local governments should work with
international organization s and with each other
to gain new id eas .
• By 1994, loca l governments shou ld be linked
at an internationa l leye!.
• By 1996 , each local author ity mus t prese nt
their loca l Agenda 21.

England's Local
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APPLIANCE OF SCIENCE
Scientists and technologists have special responsibilities to
search for knowledge and to help protect the biosphere.
Agenda 21, chapters 31, 34 & 35

Science and technology are very important in Agenda 21.
The key point made is that the scientists and decision
makers should share information. This should also be
encouraged between the north and the south.
RESEARCH

Biotechnology

Human needs and the environment are
changing fast - scientists can help by
investiga ting these changes.

SHARING TECHNOLOGY
As pollution spreads over bord&s it is
important that all countries have environ
mentally safe technologies. The problem is that
it is expensive to create good technology. But,
in the long-term, isn tit cheaper for companies
or nations to give away their eco-technology
than to have poor countries go on polluting?
I

Tan Mei Hong, Malaysia

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biotechnology is changing the genetics of a
species or combining two species to make a new
one. It tries to improve human health, agricul
ture and industry, for example, by creating
crops that grow with little water. Most import
antly, biotechnology could help to repair the
damage we have already done to the environ
ment. But we can never be sure of the results of
our experiments (remember Jurassic Park!) We
must be careful when playing with nature.

WHY TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY?
Tony and Herman were neighbors . Herman is
very bright - an inventor. Tony is not so bright
- he earns a living by selling carrots. Herman
invents a gadget to clean up his home called a
Techno Recycle Assistance Service wHat
ChamacAllit Network - or TRASH CAN for
short. This invention takes all kinds of Junk
and turns them in to fertilizers. Herman sells
his gadget to rich people not to poor people

like Tony. Junk builds up in Tony's backyard
until soon it starts to overflow into neighbor
Herman's backYa1'd. One day, in desperation,
Herman decides to give Tanya TRASH CAN.
And an amazing thing happens: not only does
he get rid of the junk, Tony gets more carrots
and eventually pays Herman back. The neigh
bors live happily and peacefully ever after.
William Chung, Thailand

Agata Pawlat, 17, Poland

SCI E
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WHAT PRICE?
Very large ilH 'estments are needed to implement the huge
sllstaina ble del'e/opme n t programmes of Agenda 21.
Agenda 21 , chapter 33

.lking rhin gs like clean drinking
r natura l resources for granted. But
now we musr rea lize [ha t these things are no longer freely
available to all. \\ "e \\"ill ha \" e to pay for keeping our
environ menr dean and re pa iring:~ damage done.

6~~-

TOTAL COST OF .-\GE:\DA 21?
$600,OOO,OOO,OOO !
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It's an incredibly large sum! We could sit
around forever talking about how to raise
that kind of money but we have to act now.
Let's break it down to the specific areas
we've been talking about:
Protecting the atmosphere
21.00,
Mountains and deserts
21.70
"
Forests
31.20
"
Rivers and seas
67.90
"
Biodiversity
23.50
"
"
Population growt?
7.10
Land use and agnculture
31.85
"
"
Human settlements
218.00
Poverty and consumption
30.00
"
Health
51.00
"
Waste
28.10
"
Government and UN
20.70
"
Major groups
.37
"
Trade and money
8.90
"
Youth (our figure for the Rescue Mission)
.25
"
561.57
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MONEY DOESN'T GROW
ON TREES
Without money, none of the grand ideas of Agenda 21
get done. It will remain a dream - a tempting wish list.
WHERE IS THE MONEY GOING TO
COME FROM?
In Agenda 21, they separate out the money
required from international sources (ie. the
World Bank, foreign aid etc.) and the money
that will come from national and local
sources. They calculate:
• $460 billion will come from local sources
• $140 billion from international sources.
How does that work? Yes - y~u could see
how a country like England might find
money from local sources but look at any
African country. What "local sources"?!
AGE DA 21 SAYS:
There is a need 
• Fo r the world to help low- and middle
income develop ing countries to d ea l \~i ith
th e prob lem of foreign debt.
• For hi g he r le\ el of foreign investment.
• F r the tran fe r of clean and efficient
rech n logie .
• For fr e t rade Jnd access to markets so
as to ach ieve econo mic growth.

Reducing trade barriers is vital to the
implementation of Agenda 21. If that were
to happen, the amounts of money available
to developing countries through trade are
much greater than through aid. Rich nations
should reduce their barriers more against the
exports of developing countries. The reason
is that exports earn developing countries
foreign currency with which they could make
investments in the technologies required to
grow fast and not harm the environment.
Andrew Steer, World Bank

"

T R A D E

&

E N V I RON MEN T

Developing nations need free trade and access to markets in
order to achieve the economic growth that will enable them to
grow in a sustainable way.

..,

Agenda 21, chapter 33

MONEY FOR NOTHING
The world still sticks to the old Roman
maxim : si l'is pacem, para bellum. If you
want peace, pre pare for war. We still do!
Whate\-er the situation, there is always
enough m onn for a Gulf War or nuclear
mi ssil es. \\"hy is there never enough to give
us a ll a respec ta ble living? Military spending
is fa r more rha n is needed for Agenda 21.

AGEN DA 21 SAYS:
• Funds co uld be ra ised by reallocating
reSULlfces now co mmirted to the military.

POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE
Those who pollute should pay for the
damage they cause to the environment
through green taxes. These will encourage
poilu ters to invest in cleaner technology. In
the meantime, the money raised can be spent
on transferring more safe, clean technology
to developing countries.

THE RIGHT PRIORITIES
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The biggest pr\?blems don't need so much
money. UNICEF calculates an additional 25
billion dollars a year could 
• Control major childhood diseases
• Halve the number of starving children
• Bring clean water to all communities
• Bring primary education to all children
• Make population programmes and
family planning universally available.
At the same time 
• America spends $31 billion on beer
every year
• Europe spends $50 billion on cigarettes
• Hong Kong's new airport will cost $23
billion
So for the cost of a new airport or half what
the Europeans spend giving themselves
cancer with cigarettes, we could give a far
better life to all people living on this Earth!

•
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TO WANT

+

TO I(NOW

TO ACT

Make environment and development education available to
people of all ages.
Agenda 21, chapter 36

Lack of ed uca tion is one of the biggest
obstacles to development. If people don't
know what things are harmful to the
environment, how can they respect it?
Many people in the world don't even
know how to read or write. All people,
both adults and kids, have to get primary
schooling before they can be ta ught
about environment and development.
The Need of Education
Imagine how dreary life would..have been;
Living in ignorance and monotony,
Staring at the everyday life roll byWithout a care .... .... .
Writing scribbles on the dead sand,
While glancing at the once brilliant horiz on .
Someone wants to break the spell,
Their inability to express strong feelings held
back
for so long, the inability to fight for their rights
and get what they longed for.
Dust and steam torment the lonely man,
But to achieve his goal, he must fight.
But when he comes back, he shall be
victorious;
And will bring a thought, an intelligent
teacher,
To bring a colorful, bright rainbow to lighten
the way;
To change our futures, for the better...
To help us live .
Portia Villanueva, 11, Philippines

"

I personally think if women are given a real
education they will strive hard to do their very
best. For instance, if I had no education I
wouldn't have had the opportunity to attend
the Editorial Meeting of the Children 's Edition
of Agenda 21 and get the book published for a
Mary Edet, 15, Nigeria
better future.

'------~--------'

"

AGENDA 21 SAYS:
• Make basic education available to as many
people as possible.
• Set LIp training programmes on sustainable
development.
• Promote awareness on environment, and make
use of media and the entertainment industry.
• Promote the knowledge of indigenous people.
• Create partnerships with companies in the
developing countries to teach environmental
management.
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Jose Luis Bayer, Chile
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YOUNG PEOPLE
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Children at Rio
Black holes
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Making Waves
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PEOPLE

IDEAS AND ENERGY
What can we do? So many people ask this question, we almost
expect the answer, "Nothing." Not true! - in editing this book, we
found we're all doing something positive. We're not unusual:
millions of kids are doing many different things already. This IS us!
Debbie, 16, England: I go to an incredibly
active school. Every kid plants an acorn when
they arrive. We have a sister school in Kenya to
which we send computers and books; they send
us craftwork which we se[1.
Uli, 18, Germany:
starred
ecological
activities when I was president of my Student
Council - organizing the recycling of pa per,
collections, information boards etc. I also push
ecoissues in the European Youth Parliament.

Dann, 22, USA: I'm an actor.
I perform with a theater group
called Klub Tribe which does
plays
on
social
and
environmental issues. We
rehearse and perform every
week-end. I tour with the
group throughout the States
and individually with Peace
Child Internationional.
Ronnie, 19, USA: I am an
environmental and politica[
play-wright. 1 always promote
a green line in speeches and
debates but there is not much
enthusiasm or knowledge.
Personally,
the
Rescue
Mission is important because
it will help me begin my own
movement at home.

Hemara, 18, Switzerland: I starred an ecological
group at my school. We organize awareness and
action campaigns. The Rescue Mission has shown
me
how
inseparable
environment and
development concerns are, an emphasis I'd [ike to
bring to the group.
Arancha, 19, Spain: Environment has never
been a topic in my school, nor development! It
is just starring here, and the Rescue Mission is
the push we really need . I will be talking to my
Education minister to get it into the curriculum .
Tanya, 19, Iraly: I am working with the press,
politicians and school officia [s to get a session of
the European Youth Parliament in Milan. It's
hard work! I think the Rescue Mission will
enhance the role of the youth.
Viola, 12, Italy: I try to keep my environment
clean. The children of our school wrote to the
mayor to ask for recycling facilities to be insta lied
on campus - they were provided . The Rescue
Mission will help us do more.

Sheku and Michael, 20 & 22, Sierra Leone: \'\' e
organize an eco-c1ean up day every month, and
have symposia to improve the situation of women
in our society. It's a great time in our country: our
new President is 24 years old and he's hard
working. We want to have a campaign to teach
everybody to read and write.

Jose Luis & Victoriano, 25 & 15, Chile: We took
parr in the Latin American Encounter on Eco[ogy
- Jose designed the poster and aJJ the arr work al1d
carroons for this. As a result the group" Academia
de Ciencias" of "San Juan Evangelista Schoo["
starred work on the Agenda 21 project. We plan
to spread the Rescue Mission throughout Latin
America.

Mary, 15, Nigeria: We have an
Environment Conservation and
Preservation Club which arose out
of our work on Agenda 21. We
take care of the school environ
ment, go to vi[lages etc. We will
stfongly promote Rescue Mission.

THE
Mia, 19. Finla nd : J till \()Iun': e~r work 111 a shop
that sell , Third \\ odd pmdu~r~ . Th e money
goes ro the people who maL.e , he goods. not ro
middle-nH·n . \\c a)"o prc~.. urc the go vernment
about th eir roll':-Ie,; w\\ _rJ, .:It'\ elopmg countries.
Charlotte. 18. Finland: I <1m ac tive in a
J~>o'-IJ t i o n
which
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Agata, 17, Poland: I have recentlv joined the I
Polish Ozone Group which writes essays and
articles on all matters ro do with ecologv , \,\Ie
try ro teach people and raise ,1W,lreness. J shall
work to spread the Rescue J\!ission in Poland .
Karva, 16, Russia: I work with Rzhev Peace Child
gro;lp on plavs and musicals on international
themes, We reallv need the Rescue Mis.si,on in my
country tu ma ke us feel united with the rest of the
world,

Blanka, 17, Czech Republic: rm a member of the
Unesco Club in my rown. Wi e arran ge exchanges
with schools in other Europe<l ll countries . We
have debates 011 educati o n 3nd development
issues.
Daniela, 19, Croatia: I started
Croatia doing international theatre programme
:lnd leadership ' training in areas like H uma n
Rights and Agenda 21. IV!y major concern now is
ending the war.
Ivan, 17, Serbia: \X'ith the war, it's impossible to
do anything. We had a magazine by studenrs.
What do you want? It ran out of money and the
edirors went to the army. With the Rescue
\[ission, I hope we shall start a big \'() ur h
ca mpaign throug~ all former Yugoslavia.

Birce, 17. T urki,'e : We don 't have a
club but kids In 'm\, scho ol are very
concerned about ! he en \· ironment.
We planr rr~es and have ralks about
the air pollu t ion proble ms in our
city, w hich art" .om e times bad
enough ro dO'ie- [he school.

A nu ragini,
20,
India:
work
with
.. Kalpa \'riksh " a student en vironment group
fighting ro preserve a 7,777 hectare Ridge which
(her a re threatening to "develop" into a park. It
IS the las[ piece of unspoilt land in our city
re gIOn , We also fight for a cleaner city.
Rekha. 14, India: To tell the truth, I haven't
done an ything until the Agenda 21 work. No
.:hi ld d oes. because children don't think they
have- an y po wer. I am so amazed to see hO\\,
tll uch Dow er we could have.

Suhail, 18, Tanzania: I he-I ped found Roots and
Shoots in Dar es Sal aam two years ago and II
helped it spread nati(Jnall~' an d internationally. II
It is run entirely by students. \X'e do projects on,
protecting coral re-efs, mangrove swamps and
the Red Colo bus ~Ionkey w h ich is unique to
Zanzibar.

Chamsai, 17, Thailand: I work
with the Greenspace Club which
works to create environmental
awareness throughout the school.
I am hoping to set up a youth
watchdog group to see that the
government does Agenda 21.

Andreanna & Portia, 11, Philippines: We belong
to Environmentalists in the Class-room. We
ensure the whole school is clean - it's hard
because students are so untidy . Many of us
demonstrated for a total ban on logging in our
country. It's horrible when you go Out into the
country: all the hills are bald. The Department of
Environment & Natural resources ignored us. \X'e
need a Day of Access!

Jeremy, 15, Australia: I organised the Voice of
the Children hearings in my sta te last year
bringing the coricerns of kids to state
legislators. This year, we go nationwide . I also
edited books of Children's concerns and 'ideas.
We're publishing the third this year.
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CHILDREN AT RIO
Coming here today, I have no hidden agenda. I am fighting for my future ...
At school, you teach us to behave in the world. You teach us not to fight with
others, to work things out, to respect others, to clean up our mess, not to hurt
other creatures, to share and not be greedy. Then why do you go out and do
•
those things you teach us not to do?
Severn Cullis-Suzuki, 12, to the Rio Earth Summit, June 1992

RIO'S SHADOW
Youth had their own summit in Rio. In March
1992 young people aged between 15 and 30
converged on San Jose, Costa Rica to prepare
for the Earth Summit. It was a unique gathering
300 young people from 97 countries, 75% from
developing countries 50% female and 10%
indigenous - an exact replica of the world's
population. Out of the week eri"terged the
You th Sta temen t to Rio, a powerful sta tement
dealing with issues from poverty to pollution.
But the youth were not as lucky as Severn
Suzuki. She tried to speak for children who
had no voice at Rio and she was grea t: she got
a standing ovation! But the voiceless children
didn't ask her to speak: the director of
UNICEF did. In truth, she represented herself.

1van Sekulovic, 17, Serbia

YOUTH GAGGED
Official youth were promised an hour. Young
people are half of the world's population, so
one hour in 14 days seemed fair. When they
arrived, they were told they only had ten
minutes. Two minutes in, the TV cameras were
turned off; reporters watching in the press room
couldn't hear. When the youth tried to tell the
eager press what they'd said, UN police arrested
them for holding an "illegal press conference"!
So what everyone remembers is images of kids
being hauled off by police, nothing of the state
ment. It said things like all Third World debt
should be cancelled because rich counties had
earned more than enough out of the period of
colonialism. A bit radical, but that's the way
youth should be. No diplomatic games.
Children were also snubbed. A group called
Voice of the Children had organized hearings
around the world. It was the Prime Minister of
Norway's idea and she promised to bring six
world leaders to hear their statement. None
came. She didn't even turn up herself. But a
US Senator did come. He discussed the kids
ideas in a great way. Two weeks later, he
became Bill Clinton's running mate. He is
now Vice President Al Gore!

CHILDREN

AT

RIO·

BLACI( HOLES IN AGENDA 21
The Youth Statement was important because is pointed out
many black holes in Agenda 21. Young people can - and
mu sr! - speak out on matters that governments cannot or
dare not talk about. Black holes in Agenda 21 include:
WAR AN D \1 ILITARISM: Nothing destroys
the enviro nmem and wrecks development
quicker th an \var o r the billions spent
preparing tor i[. :\"0 mention in Agenda 21!
GOVER N A,\;CE: The Agenda suggests no
new go \" ernmem structures to implement
even its Q \\ n pro posa ls let alone the ones it
leaves ou r. \, 'e nee d a new way of governing
the wh ol e plane r. The problems we face are
bigger than an ~' single country.

"

I think t L'e need to sto p speaking about
fa scists 111 bushed tones - w e should laugh at
them . 1 tt 'O lfld paint that stadium in Berlin
pink ! That's tuhat I would do.
Bono Vox, U2

BIRTH CO NTROL: The Vatican mobilized
opposition to tbis from many quarters. It was
not seriously add ressed in the Agenda, and
not given an y o f th e funding it needs.

"~-"------=-~0"
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MULTINATIO:\,ALS: A planned chapter on
control of multinationals was left out.
REFUGEES: 'H.'\"eral of us witnessed the
tragedy of refugees in our own countries. The
Agenda S<.1~'S little to them.
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT: The Cold
War ended and just when we thought it was
safe to fill in the shelters, \ve hear that 25
countries are keen to join the nuclear club!

DISCRI M I:\ A. TION and NATIONALISM:
Nazism lives ! Europe is witnessing a neo
Nazi res urrect io n. N ationalism is causing
mayhem in ex-USS R and ex-Yugoslavia.
Nothin g on rlLis in Agenda 21.

!_ ~ _

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES - solar,
wind, wave power, etc. Oil-exporting
countries insisted these be played down.

•

HUMAN RIGHTS - are mentioned but is
development a human right? This is a vital
question to four fifths of the world who need
development urgently. Nothing in Agenda 21.
CONSUMPTION: The chapter on consump
tion became w, aker during the run-up to
Rio. No firm directions on Green Taxes and
environmental accounting were made.
MEDIA: The influence of TV, radio and the
newspapers is immense. So is their respons
ibility. Countries have different views on how
to deal with media but no attempt was made
to reach a consensus on this in Rio.

~
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RIGHT TO BE HEARD
Each country should include children's concerns in all relevant
policies for environment and development and support their
involvement in the United Nations.
Agenda 21, chapter 25
"You children of today are the hope for tomorrow" How many times have we
heard that? It's true but are we to wait twiddling our thumbs till we become
adults? No! Agenda 21 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child give us
the right to be heard; with the environment collapsing and the population
rising by 4-5 billion in our lifetimes, we must speak out for the future!
THE SOURCE OF POWER
Agenda 21 and the Convention ...
Within these documents, power lies waiting to
be seized and used! The law on Child Rights,
signed by 148 governments, gives children the
right to participate in decisons that affect them.
These decisions can range from issues such as,
pollution at a local pond, to international
problems of hazardous waste dumping. So
speak up!! Excercise your right. Therein lies
your power.

Chamsai Menasveta, 17, Thailand

"

The law on children's rights has three parts:
provision, (of food, medical care, education,
etc.); protection (from child labour, adult abuse,
under the law etc.) and participation by
children. Few governments have any
philosophic problem with the first two. It's the
third part that worries them.
Richard Reid, Director, Public Affairs, UNICEF

"--------~-~

"

"

I have absolutely no doubt that children are
leaders where environmental matters are
concerned. They have the power to educate their
parents as decision-makers and change what's
happening at an individual level.
Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Executive Director, UNEP

"

A C C E S S •

DAY OF ACCESS
Each country should provide children the opportunity to present
their views on government decisions.
Agenda 21, chapter 25

How do we pierce the deaf ears of politicians and be heard above their own talk?
We need to give them a hearing aid: a Day of Access - one day every year when
leaders and officials at all levels of government have to listen to our concerns.
WHA T IS THE IDEA .... ?
There are two main goals behind this idea:
1. To remind leaders of the long-term needs
of children and get them to change their policies
in line with what we'll need in the future;
2. To check up on how far we've got in
implementing Agenda 21, Human Rights, and
all the other promises they've made in the past.
In order for a Day of Access to work, we have
to be informed about what's going on, what
they've promised etc. Hopefully, this book will
have given you some ideas of what you need to
talk about.
Second, we have to be organize so that each
year, kids follow up on what kids have asked
before. We talk about that more on the next
page, but first let's look at some countries
where a Day of Access for Children already
eXists.

Turkey deli
In Turkey, fiction has alread:r~~C'O'm.e5act.

. 2 3rd, Tu . " ~!l!~
"'''Oe:tt.
,,,- '"
Every year on AprIl
)c}.,¥

get access ~o their leaders! In fa-ak~M
whole day IS devoted to youth, fr<>:Ql:
presentations at the local stadium, to -yo uth
centered TV programs. More importantly,
youth get to speak to the decision-makers ,
from the Prime Minister, to the city
Mayors, and if the ideas are valuable, they
are adopted. I wish this could be an
international meeting and all children,
chosen by their friends as representatives
of their countries could come to Turkey and
bring their peace messages from their
country. I wish that they had the right to
access their leaders as we do, but in a more
democratic fashion.

On October 2 7t..h 1992 , 35 youn~~gp~e~;
gathered in Parliament House, SyCiriN.iC1 ~ ::-~
decla.r e their pr oposals on all the is'sB~t]:f'at
affected them . Top Australian politicians,
business Iea.ders and the media were out in
force to listen. It was perhaps the first time
in Australia's history that young people
were r ecognized as having something
worthwhile to say.
How was it done? A committee of high
profile people got behind it. A competition
a-s widely advertized giving young people
aged 12-18 the chance to come up with
innovative proposals for new laws. The best
were declared on Voice of the Children Day.
Making the proposals come true is the
hard part. After loads of follow-up meetings
with politicia~ and other leaders, the
roposals on drunk driving and juvenile
justice have been taken up; 13 year old Sue
Lyn Chan's Car-Free Day idea is hitting the
streets.Best of all, in 1994, VOice of the
Children Day will become a National Event!
For young Australians, this is a good start.
Jeremy Heimans, 15, Australia

Birce Boga, 17, Turkiye (Turkey)
Chamsai Mel1asveta, 17, Thailand
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GETTING IT TOGETHER
If I was a child today, I'd be worried. If you think you can solve the
problems we face by recycling a few cans, you'll get to 2040 and
find you 've been duped. The world will be a mess because you
won't have dealt with the main problem which is the widening gap
between rich and poor. The great challenge of the 21st century is to
reduce your consumption or face war between rich and poor.
Warren Lindner, Director, Center for Our Common Future

As we edited this book, we thought of the thousands of kids who have
worked on it who'd like to be here with us now. We've read their
summaries, seen their pictures and they've inspired us. We'd like kids
everywhere to become a part of this Rescue Mission, to get access to leaders
with their ideas and concerns. It cannot just be an elite. There's only one
way to do this in a fair way: to build a Global Democracy of Children.
The journey of a thousand miles begins with
just a single step.
Old Chinese Proverb
+

Inrern ariona l NGOs
(eg. Voice of rhe Chi ldren,
Peace Child, A-seed erc.)

+

INTERNATIONAL

COUNCILS
GROUPS

Regional NGOs
(eg. European
You th Foresr
Act ion EYFA)

A GLOBAL
DEMOCRACY
OF CHILDREN
How?! How on earth could
2.5 billion human beings under
the age of 18 be connected in a
NATIONAL
way that would be democratic
without being bureaucratic? How
could we enter in the adults' decision-making
process without starting to be as boring as them ?
The first thing to do is to select issues not rep
resentatives. That way, we can all choose what we
STATE
want to talk about, after which the question of
who does the talking is less important. The first
place to organize is in our schools. Each Rescue Mission will
start with a conference where we would decide the issues and
elect a small action council to see things get done. Like the
children's councils in France, we will have regular access to
local government and work with them, perhaps to organize the
Loca l Agenda 21.

"
+

CONFERENCES

Narional Youth NGOs
(eg. Sueb Nakasyarhien
Foundation, Tbailand )

+

LOCAL
SCHOOLS

Srare NGOs
(eg. Barrie Yourh,
Pujehun ,
Sierra Leone)

+

Scou rs, gu ides,
eco-groups
Student Unions

YOU!

-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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With experience at the local level, we'll be
ready to ask for access to state governments.
Representa tives from all local councils in our
state, region or province will take priority
issues decided by local conferences and
discuss them at a state conference, again,
electing a council to see that things get done.
This council would work with state govern
ments to make sure things get done.
The final goal is to move on to national,
continental and international levels - a step
ladder the things that concern you and me
can be carried to the highest levels of power.
This is the kind of structure we need to make
the Rescue .wIission work.
INFORMATION NETWORK
The key to it all is keeping in touch with
each other. This is hard to do with the
language differences, distances, phone bills
etc. The solution is to set up a series of
Youth Centres around the world, run by
young people from different countries. Their
job would be to help set up and promote the
Action Councils and to keep in touch with
each other. The Rescue Mission will be
promoted chiefly through the many existing
eco-groups, scouts, guides etc. The Youth
Centres will simply promote and network
their work and success around the world.
Children and governments in the rich
world must help pay for centres to be set up
in developing countries. Young people from
rich and poor countries will work together to
making each centre like a youth United
Nations - a place where anybody can get the
information they want on global problems. It
would also be a place where local young
people can meet, hang out and chat.
Working there for 6 months to a year should
• be an option to replace National Service.
Al Gore sees the Rescue Mission as a way
of collecting eco-information. Many of us do
that already and it would be good to network
that information globally. But this structure
could do other things, especially help
developing countries. If Mr Gore is serious
about partnership, we hope that he will sit
down and hear our ideas as well.

THE D AY OF ACCESS
That means a ccess . Something we've never
had. SUfe we ' \'e ha d photo-opportunities:
polir ic ians sta ndi ng surrounded by kids, or
ki ss ing ba bi es . \:O\V we need them really to
li sten [Q us. The day could be on different
days in d iffer ent countries but once a year,
per haps on rhe International Day of Peace
(3rd Tu esday in September), we would gather
all rIlL results and tell the general public what
(1ur kader 's have said - how far they kept the
~1rumises they Iiiade to us the previous year.
\'f/ho can participate? Anyone under the
age of 18. Non-voters. Older people will be
welcome as staff and advisers; (remember 
Agenda 21 is about making partnerships!)
But under 18s will be in control.
THE BILL?
The cost of putting together youth-run local
offices throughout the world with phones,
fax machines etc. we calculate would come
to about US$258 million. A lot of money but
small change compared to Agenda 21 's total
bill of $600 billion.
TARGET DATES
1995 - Pilot local offices in every region
1998 - National meetings in every country
2000 - Complete global democracy of youth
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GET CONNECTED
Anybody) Somebody and Everybody knew thereo~ .~." .·
was a job to be done. Anybody could do it
and Everybody thought that Somebody
·.·•.• :: .~
would do ~t. ~ut in the end)
~j/~'
Nobody dzd zt.
~: •.~.> ' •

.j f.·

.'

..: .

:':

We must understand that the only ones who can make the ....
0 .. ··
Day of Access happen is us! No one really wants to listen
'.'~ .
to us. They will come and listen nicely to us, be photo
graphed, pat us kindly on the head and send us on our
~

way. To bring it to life it needs our energy, our effo~
rt'~~$j~~r;~~~~~
We've found that being together
working on this book makes I{.S feel
incredibly powerful. We all dread
going home - being alone again.
That's why we are deter
mined to sta y in touch
with the way we feel
now. Just knowing
that there are people
like us, concerned
about the same
things on the other
side of the world,
helps. If you feel the
same, get connected!
Together, we will be
unstoppa ble.

Viola, 12, Italy

LIN K S •

COUNCILS
It started in Strasbourg, France.
A mayor wanted children's advice on
a plan for the town so he got the schools
to elect a children's council. It helped, not
just with that plan, but with many others!
Now, in 700 towns and villages across France,
children elect their own official council to shadow the
work of the adult council and approve their decisions.
They also choose action programmes to carry out
some of the ideas they have promoted.
The movement has had an impact right up to national
level: politicians see it as a way of giving young people
experience in democracy and getting them interested in
their local communities. The idea has spread to Italy,
Austria and Germany. You could start one in your town.
1\

Uii Gerza, 19, Germany

.w .__
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IN THEIR 0 PINION...
Besides looking for case studies, making poems and
paintings, we interviewed many interesting people about
Agenda 21. We could not fit many of their comments into
the book but they were in our minds as we worked. They
gave us a background and sense of how important it ·is to
think hard now about the next century.

~~e preceding generations have d~ne much

'

'....'••....
we·
...
~.

'
d but also much that wzll have to
d '
t h at IS goo
done - both within each country an zn
b e un
,
eke you I feel
the international communIty. I
,
that politicians and governments ar,e, too
slow in taking urgently-needed deCISIOns. But
I urge you to seek to effect change only
through democratic means. Ne1(er resort to
force. The 20th century has demonstrated too
II that force does not solve problems. You
we
I'
h d f
make It
have your whole lives a ea 0 youhappy for yourselves and for others.
Mikhail Gorbachev

...•'-....:-~."
;9.
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,

o
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"

Helping dev I '
aid It's
~ opmg countries is not foreign
an mvestment in alobal
'
.
mental secu '
,
,6
envtron
develop d rlty. I,t zs as zmportant for the
e countrzes wh
'
,
the develoPing cOuntrie: !~e azd ~s i~ is for
most powerful thin ' ou
0 recezve zt. The
sure Agenda 21 ' g y, can do to make
,
zs put mto actzon is to d '
0 zt
m your own life ad'
/1
n m your own
'
Maurice StronG' S '
communzty.
C

-

fc
b'
eel etary General UN
on erence On Environment & Deve/;Pment

"

It seems to me that the most important thing
IS to ch,ange attitudes. The way people think
Sharing, caring and co-operating need, to if
about
lzfe, the habits that they have. Agenda
characterize 21 st century human relatIOns
21 doesn't work unless people make it work.
we are going to put an end to sufferzng,
1
want to use young people to sensitise all the
exploitation and war. Ho~ do we re- (
rest of the population. 1 think young people
invigorate the world's polztlcal systems .
have
an enormous responsibility to remind
Through hard work, con:mltment and non
thezr parents of what's happening and to
stop campaigning. Nothmg comes easy" so
make
them care about their future.
young people need to ,get ang-ry, get actlve->.
The Rt. Hon. John Gummer
get educated and g'et mvolved.

"

"

Anita Roddick, Body Shop

Minister of Environment,

U.K.
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CHARLIE
Hello! My name is Charlie and I'm six years old. I
have one brother and one sister. We live in a nice
house next to a clean river. Everyone in our
neighbourhood is happy. Until the "plant" arrived.
It was to give jobs and make us all happ)" but the
air started to smoke. It was hard to breathe deep.
Our nice river was turning brown. We all ignored it
for we had hope.
We waited ...
People started getting sick and my mother was ill
very often. She coughed a lot, but we had hope!
We waited ...
My mother was taken to a hospital. She had lung
cancer. People were leaving our nice
neighbourhood.
We still had hope! We waited ...
My little sister got lead poisoned but not severely.
Now we drunk bottled water.
We had hope. We waited ...
I don't want to wait anymore. Something has to be
done. I don't want anyone to be hurt any more.
I have hope.
Jon Hafmer, Thailand
Jalal Eddine Kokodin, 17, Morocco

WAVES OF PEACE
Carefully listen as dusk arrives
to the quiet song of the sea
Listen to the waves as they whisper
They have something to say to thee 
"Children walk ahead where your parents
don't dare
born to be arrows of peace
To dance where all hope's buried
to bring light where there's sorrow and
disease
You have got the key to tomorrow
You are the ones who still can feel
Use this power with wisdom
use this power to heal
Join your hands and you'll be strong
Like a restless river you'll flow
Just like us, the waves, you'll sweep the shore
And the truth in your voice will glow
Don't be afraid, don't lose your faith
whereever your heart leads you
There are no walls, no limits remain
when you believe in what you do
Mia Bjorkqvist, 19, Finland

END W 0 RD·

0,

22 , Si erra Leone

So you've reached the end of this book. But this is not the end of the story! Everyone
can take action for a better world.
Often we feel powerless. We think we cannot change anything until we grow up.
Well, remember Samantha Smith: she helped end the Cold War with her letter to
Andropov when she was only 10. Joan of Arc drove the English out of France before
she was 19; Mozart wrote half of his music before he was 21!
But this is not only about child prodigies. The daily efforts of each one of us are at
least as important. What matters is the voice of your heart. Let it be heard!
- if you are a painter, paint with great passion;
- if you are a writer, write with great passion;
- if you are an environmentalist, defend nature with all your heart .
This is your invitation to help. Your Rescue Mission is about to begin!
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GLOSSARY
Acid rain Rain with acid in it.
Atmosphere The envelope of air which surrounds our
Earth.
Biodiversity A word to describe all the plants and
animals that exist in nature.
Biosphere The living air and/or water in which
animals live .
Biotechnology The technology of life: explores ways
by which life forms are engineered .
Boycott Avoid.
Capacity Ability.
Capacity-building Creating the ability in people and
nations to do things.
CFCs Short for Chloro-f1uorocarbons, chemicals
which attack and destroy the ozone layer.
Child In the past, referred to people under 15; under
the new Child Rights law, it refers to people under

18.
Chronic Going on for a long time as in Chronic
Disease.
Compost Rotted vegetables or sewa-s;e that you put on
your garden to fertilize it.
Condemn To blame or bring judgement upon .
Consciousness Awakeness. Also means knowing what
you're talking about.
Consequences Results.
Consumption The act of consuming or eating.
Contaminated Poisoned or dirtied.
Contraception Birth control.
Conversion The act of changing something into
something else.
Coordinate Bring together.
Deforestation Clearing land of trees.
Degrade To make worse (noun = degradation)
Democracy Rule by all the people.
Deplete To use up (noun = depletion)
Desalination The way fresh water is made out of sea
water.
Desertification Process by which land becomes
degraded.
Diarrhoea Runny tummy; disease of bowel.
Drought Long period without rain.
Disempowered Made powerless.
Ecosystem Who eats who or what. Food chain that
links animals and plants in the same area.
Empower Giving some one, ego a child, power and
confidence to do things.
Environment All the things around us - plants and
animals, air and water, and land.
Erosion Wearing away of land or rock by wind and
water .
Exploit Take advantage of.
Fertile Productive; able to grow crops.
Fertilize Make fertile (noun=fertilizer)
Finite Something with an end (Infinite=something
without end)
Global warming General description of the problem
of pollution in the atmosphere which causes the
Earth's surface to warm up.
Greenhouse effect The effect that causes global
warming; the atmosphere becomes like a greenhouse.

Guinea-worm disease Horrible disease caused by
invisible worm that enters the body from water.
Habitat Where a particular group of plants or animals
live.
Hazards Dangers.
Hazardous waste Dangerous garbagelrubbish.
Hectare A measure of area (2 acres approx.)
Illiterate Not able to read (noun=illiteracy)
Implement To get done (noun=lmplementation)
Indigenous Native = people who haVe lived in the
same place for hundreds or thousands of years, like
the Aborigines of Australia.
Integrate To bring together; ego things or ideas.
Leprosy Horrible disease which slowly eats away your
body (people with leprosy = lepers)
Liana A climbing plant of tropical forest.
Malaria Feverous disease which attacks you in the
tropics. Caught from mosquito bites.
Massacre Murdering hundredslthousands of people
(or trees!) at a time.
Measles Common disease that thousands of children
die from it in poor countries.
Minimize Make as small as possible.
Mortal Something that dies (noun=mortality)
Mutated Changed.
Multinational Large corporation or compan y with
offices and/or factories in several nations .
Oppressive Being oppressed = made to do things you
don't want to do.
Ozone layer The protective layer of ozone gas which
blocks out the Sun's harmful ultraviolet rays .
Pesticide Chemical which kills bugs and pests.
Polio Di sease almost wiped out but still causes many
children to die in poor countries.
Pollution The dirtying of the air, land or water.
Population programme Programmes to inform
parents how to manage the size of their families.
Post-Colonial After the period of colonization
(ownership) of poor countries by the rich.
Priority Most important thing.
Process Way by which things get done.
Protectionism Customs taxes that protect national
industries by making foreign goods more
expensIve.
Rain forest Jungle. Tropical forests where there is
heavy rainfall.
Recycling The act of reusing something to make
something else; not throwing things away.
Refugee Someone forced to leave their home by war
or natural disaster, like an earthquake.
Rehabilitate Make good again; make something work
agalll.
Renewable Something that can be renewed - used
over and over again without running out like solar
energy.
River blindness Horrible sickness which makes people
blind; caught from dirty rivers.
Sanitation System to get rid of sewage and ,"vaste
water.
Strategies Plans.
Susceptible Easily persuaded by arguments.
Sustainable development Meeting the needs of the
present generation without harming the ability of
future generations to meet their needs.
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Technology The science of engineering.
Third World Poor countries. Also known as the
developing world or the "South" as in North=rich
and South=poor.
Toxic waste Poisonous garbage/rubbish.
Tuberculosis Disease which causes your lungs to rot
which prevents you breathing.
Ultraviolet radiation Sun's rays that give you a great
tan and skin cancer.
Unsustainable A process or life-style that cannot be
kept up indefinitely.
UN United Nations.
UNDP UN Development Programme.

UNEP Ui\" Emironment Programme .
UNESCO U .'\ Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Org a niza t ion .
UNICEF U): C hi ld ren's Fund
Vaccines .\I edicille which doctors inject into you to
pr eH'nt vau gerr ing bad diseases.
Vatican H eadqua rre.rs of Roman Catholic Church in
Ro me. w here the Pope lives.
Vulnerabl e \\eak : ca pable of being exploited.
Young people C h ildre n and youth in new and old
defi nit ion s .
Youth Used lO he 1.5 -25 year olds; now applied to
pe o pl e I S-30 .
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AGENDA 21 TASI( FORCE
this book is a result of thousands of hours of work by over 10,000 children
200 groups in 75 countries around the world. They are the members of the
Children's Agenda 21 task force. We invite you to join them:
ALBANIA
Children's Cultural Centre, Lidiana Morcka
ARGENTINA
FUNDECMA, Cordoba
FUNAMNoice of the Children, Cordoba
Guia-ScoutS, Roca
AUSTRALIA
St Kilian's Primary School, Bendigo
A.M .E. School, Canberra,
Voice of the Children, Sydney
AUSTRIA
Intercultural Learning Club, Vienna
BANGLADESH
Brain-work of Budlet Community
BARBADOS
Barbados Environmental Youth Programme
BELARUS
UNESCO Club, Minsk
Peace Child Friendship Club, Gomel
BELGIUM
Koninklijk Athenacum, Gent
St John's Eco Club, Waterloo
BOLIVIA
Ninos del Serpaj, La Paz
BRAZIL
American School of Rio de Janeiro
BULGARIA
Bistra Rubinova, Sofia
Unesco Club of Varna
BURKINO FASO
Lycee Zinda & College Notre Dame,
Ouagadougou
CANADA
Spruce Glen School, Huntsville, Ontario
Woodstock High School, New Brunswick
CHAD
Cours de Soir, Club UNESCO Belle-vue
CHILE
Chilean Agenda 21 Task Force, Santiago
CHINA
Beijing Jingshan School
COLOMBIA
Inem Santiago Perez EI Tunal, Sur
COSTA RICA
D.O .E., Country Day School, San Jose
Andrea Balestero, San Pedro
CROATIA
Peace Child Croatia, Zagreb
CYPRUS
Service Club, Falcon School, Nicosia
CZECH REPUBLIC
Basic School, Homi Marsov
Zdklani skola, Hradec Kralove
UNESCO Club, Olomouc
ZO CSOP Gymnasium, Strakonicc
Iva Opletalova, IDM MSMT, Prague
Gymnasium T.G.M., Litvinov
DJIBOUTI
A. Idris, UNICEF
ECUADOR
Asociacion Scouts del Ecuador, Quito
ESTONIA
Children & Youth Theatre, Tallinn
ETHIOPIA
Menelik II Comp-Sec Nature Club, Addis
Ababa
EGYPT
American International School in Egypt

FINLAND
Matrlidens Gymnasium, Esbo
Puolalanmaki School, Turku
FRANCE
Lycee Helene Boucher, Paris
College Musselburgh, Champigny
GEORGIA
Youth Eco-Movement, Tbilisi
GERMANY
Benediktiner Gymnasium, Ehal
GRENADA
St Josephs Convent, St George's
GUATAMALA
Voices of the Children National Campaign
HAITI
Monique Clesca, UNICEF
HUNGARY
Training College, Nyiregyhaza
INDIA
Vidyodaya School, Madras
DB Gayathri, Mysore, Karnatka
Sadaak Chaap (Federation of Street Children)
Bombay
Manava Bharati International School,
New Delhi
India UNESCO Clubs, (INFUCA), Mangalore
Tamilnadu UNA, Madras
Kalpavriksh Environment Action Group,
New Delhi
Alpha Movement, Calcurra
WWF India, New Delhi
World Children's Centre, Hyderabad
Mainak & Friend s, Durgapur, W. Bengal
Fr. Agnel School, New Delhi
Children & Trees Project, Auroville
Young Naturalists NC!, Jamnagar
St James School, Calcutta
INDONESIA
IKIP, Jakarta
IRELAND
Environmental Conservation Org. for Youth
(ECO)
ITALY
Brigirre Bererra, Milano
Istituro Magistrale Margherita di Savoia,
Napo li
United World College of the Adriatic
JAPAN
Peace Child Hiroshima
JORDAN
Amman Baccalaureate School
Help Environment Love Peace (HELP)
Amman New Camp, Unesco School
KENYA
Lenana School, Nairobi
Tom Mboya School, Mbita
Loreto Convent Msongari
KOSOVO
Peace Child Pristina
MADAGASCAR
Club Unesco, Antanarivo
MALAWI
MALAYSIA
Penang Free School
MALTA
ECO Club, Vallerra
UNESCO Club, Hamrun
Lily of the Valley School , Mosta

III

MAURITANIA
Terre Vivante, No"uakchorr
MEXICO
Colegio Bilbao, Cuajimalpa
Aaron Hawkins, Oaxaca
NEW ZEALAND
Peace Through Unity Youth Forum
Rainbow Theatre, Wanganui
NIGERIA
Peace Child Nigeria, Ada AmoJi
Immaculate Conception School, Uyo
PANAMA
Colegio Javier, Panama City
PHILIPPINES
Institute of Alternative Futures
Green Forum, Metro Manila
Miriam College
Children & Peace, JASMS, Quezon City
POLAND
Polish Ozone Group, Krakow
I Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace, Krakow
Arrur Marsy, Wroclaw
Class of Culrural Heritage, Warsaw
ZHP Byczyna, Mandriga Myroslaw
UNOY-Ner Katowice
Children's Parliament of Silesia, Chorzow
"Inkubaror", Warsaw
PORTUGAL
British School, Oporro
RWANDA-ZAIRE
UNESCO Club, Cyangugu
RUSSIA
Club Baltic Seagull, School 61,
St Petersburg
School No 3, Ulan Ude, Mongolia
Peace Child Krasnoyarsk
Peace Child Theatre Group, Rzhev, Tver
SIERRA LEONE
Pon Loko UN Srudents Association
(PLUNSA)
Fourah Bay College, Freerown
SINGAPORE
Baha'i Youth Commirree
SLOVAKIA
Pali Safarik University, Presov
SOUTH AFRICA
Disabled Peoples International, Natal
Deborah Sack, Caperown
SPAIN
Semina rio Ciencas Naturas, Santiago
SRI LANKA
Environmental Society, Colombo
International School
Kokila (Cuckoo) Club, Imbilgoda
SUDAN
International School of Khartoum
SWEDEN
Bjorn Carison, Sigtuna School
SWITZERLAND
International School of Geneva
TAIWAN
Global Awareness & Action Club,
US School, Taipei
TANZANIA
Roots & Shoots, Zanzibar
International School of Tanganyika
Amani Unesco Club, Miwara
Azania Secondary School Fine Art Club
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AGENDA 21
Througho ut the book, we include quotes of the original Agenda 21 to give you a taste of it.
Here is the full list of cha pter titles:
1. Preamble
Section One: Social and Economic Dimensio ns
2 . Inte rna ti o na l Coopera tio n in T ra de
3 . Combating Poverty
4. Changing Co nsum ption Patterns
5. Popu la t ion and Sustaina bility
6 . Pro tectin g H uma n Hea lth
7 . Susta ina ble Huma n Settlements
8. Integra t ing Deci sio n-ma kin g
Section T wo : Con servation and
Management of Natural Reso urces
9 . Protecting m e Atmosphere
10. Susta inable La nd M anagement
11. Combat ing Deforesta tio n
12 . Combat ing D esertifica ti o n a nd D ro ught
13 . Sustaina ble MOlU1ta in Development
14. Sustaina ble Agriculture and Ru ra l Development
15. Con~erv a ri o n of Bio logica l D iversity
16 . M a nage ment o f Biotechnology
1 7. Protecting and M a naging the Oceans
18. P ro recting and M a naging Fresh Wa ter
19. Safe Use of T oxic C hemica ls
2 0. Management of H aza rdo us Wastes
2 1. tvla nagement of So lid Waste and Sewage
22 . Managing Rad ioactive Waste

Secrion Three: Strengthen ing the
Role o f ~ l.aioT Group s
23. Preamble
24. \X' omen In SU'.raina ble Development
25. Children and Youth jn
~u stamahlc Developm ent
26 . Strengthening the: Role of
J ndi gen ou~ Peorle
2 7. Pannenhlps .IHth "GO
28. Tbe Role oi L,xa l Aurhorities
2 9. The Role oi \\ orker, and
T rade L:nioll
30. Business and InUu5try
31. The Role 01 xien.:c and Technology
32. The Role or Fanner
Sectio n Four: M eans of Imp lementatio n
33 . F inancing SUl>taJnable Development
34 . Techno logy T ranloter
3 5 . Science fo r ::' u~tam3bl.: De\'e!opment
36 . Ed ucatton , T rammg and Public Awa reness
37. Capaciry BUlldmg fur Sustainable Develo pmenr
38 . Internariona llnsmunons for
Susra inable De\'e!opmem
39 . RevisiQn o f huemanonaJ Laws
40 . Informati o n for DeCiSIon-ma king

if yo u ' r e inte rested , t he complet e t ex t is n o w ava ila ble in all six UN L anguages English , French, Spa nish, R ussia n,
Chinese and Arab ic) from UN In fo rmatio n C e ntr es (UNIC s) in m o s t c apital citie'i . .....gend a 21 an d m a11Y other Rio
d oc um en ts are a va ila ble fr o m th e Centre fo r O ur Com mon F utur e; t h ese include a plain language ed ition o f Agenda
21: Agenda (o r Change which has been in va lu ab le to us : 7 0 -p a ges lo n g w ith 2-3 page swnmar ies of ea ch cha p ter
plus c h a rts a nd di agr a m s , it is a u sefu l nex t step. The C e ntre a lso p r o d uces n e w s- le tte rs on wha t g overnm ents and
th e UN a re d o ing t o foll ow- up on Age nda 2 1. Peace C h ild Interna t ional is one of the Cent re 's w o rking p a rtners.
C o ntact them direct a t: Centre for Our Common Future, 52 rue de Pa quis, 110 1 GL,\!£VA , Switze rla nd
THAILAND
Greenspace Club, IntI. School, Bangkok
TRINIDAD
Sixth Form Secondary, St James
St Stephen's College, Princes Town
Tranquillity Government School , Port of Spain
Naparima Girl.s High School, San Fernando
TUNISIA
UNICEF, Juliette Sayegh
TURKEY
Anadolu High School, Bursa
Eyyup Sabri GuIer, Ankara
UNITED KINGDOM
The Norton School, Stockton on Tees
Onslow Sr. Audreys, Hatfield
St Christophers, Letchworth
St Mary's Convent, Bishop's Stortford
Stowmarket Middle School, Suffolk
United World College, Wales
Bridgeforth College, Derry, Northern Ireland
Connor Channing, Der! y, Northern Ireland
UNITED STATES
Andrew College, Curhbert, Georgia
CAPE, Ingrid Kavanagh , Ausrin , Texas

Creative Response, York, PennsylvanIa
Cuauhtemoc Art Center, Berkeley, Califorma
E Magazine, Connecticut
Kids FACE, Nashville, Tennessee
The Kinkaid School, Houston, Texas
Laurel Springs Env . Project, California
Milton Academy, Massachusetts (LORAX )
Parish Resource Centre, Mishawaka, Indiana
Peace Child Repertory Company, LA
Peace Child, Santa Cruz, California
Peace Child of the Low Country, Charleston
PS 99 Queens, New York
Results, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Seattle Peace Theatre, Washington Stare
Travis High School, Ausrin, Texas
Wilson Middle School, Carlisle, Pennsylvania
World Community Found;ltion, Albany,
Georgia
URUGUAY
Grupo Ecologico Naturalera, Rio Negro
International School, Montivideo
YUGOSLAVIA
Children's Soros Project, Belgrade
Peace Child Belgrade

ZAMBIA
T rades UN ESCO Club, Livingstone
Chongololu + Conservation Clubs, Lusaka
~Ie -Link Centre, Ndola
)'l any other people in many other countries
contributed paintings collected for exhibitions
a rranged at the UN by the UN Population
Fund and the Save the Sea Campaign of Japan.
.-\ big Thank You for the use of them. Also
rhanks to rhe wonderful In Context magazine,
an excellent source of case studies and ideas.
\'\ie'd also like to thank the following for their
addirional sponsorship; Canon UK for the
photocopier; L.A.W.N. and St Albans Sand
& Gravel for their sponsorship of our Indian
and Nigerian editors; Cameron Mackintosh
and Principle Management for rheir gifts of
entertainment; Herrs County Council for the
use of the Hudnall Field Centre for the
Editorial Meeting. Lastly, thanks to Mark and
Sue Stephens for the gift of rhe office for this
project, and to Dr Noel Brown of the UN
Environment Programme who gave us rhe idea
ro make a Children's Edition .

Photograph Credits
p37 Tony Larkin ; p32 UNICEF; p35 UNICEF; p36 UNICEF/jeremy Horner(top) p40 UNHCR/A. Hollman (top left); UNICEF
Liaison/R.Nickelsberg(top right) p40/41 UNICEF/jeremy Horner(bottom); p42/43 UNICEF/Roger Lemoyne; p43 UNICEF/jergen
Schytte (top ); p60 Chris Priestley; p66 Liaison/Robin Mayer; p68 Mark Edwards/Srill Pictures (right); p69 Hens County Council;
p74 Caroline Penn/OXFAM;

We have made every effort to credit the contributors correctly. If there are any omissions or errors,
please tell us and we will be happy to correct them in the reprints.
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MIS S ION

OVER TOY0 U Write to the Rescue Mission
Rescue Mission Headquarters
Peace Child International Centre
The White House
Buntingford England SG99AH
At this point, books like this usually give you a list of
addresses and" 50 things you can do to save the environ
ment." Given that things we need to do are changing all
the time and are different depending on where you live,
we are planning the Rescue Mission Action Update. Each
issue will be written and designed by young people and
include news on what's happening with Rescue Mission
around the world, plus an exciting Action Challenge.
When you write, be sure to include your name and
address. You'll receive free the l,fltest Action Update and
membership form. As a member, you'll become a corres
pondent and a ble to apply to come to work as an intern at
Rescue Mission Headquarters. It is staffed by young people
from all over thOe world -like a Youth United Nations!
JOIN US - WRITE TODAY!

Rescue Mission USA
11426-28 Rockville Pike
Suite 100
Rockville MD 208"52 USA
WHAT IS PEACE CHILD?
in Papua ew Guinea, when warring
tribes of head-hunters made peace,
each gave to the other a baby. The
child grew up with the other tribe and
if, in the future, conflict threatened, the
tribes would end these children to
resolve it. Such a child was called a
Peace Child.
Peace Child International is a non 
profit educationa l charity regi tered in
England, the USA The etherla nd
Ru ia and I rael with affiliated organi
zation in 30 other ountr ies. Formed
in ] 98 1, it aim s to give children the
confidenc they need to deal with the
challenges they face in their [jfetimes.
The many programme it produces
inclu Ie ummer youth exchanges,
book and play production. Its play,
Peace Child and Earth Child, have been
performed more tha n 2,500 times in
over 30 co untries.
Rescue Mis ion i Peace Child's
fla hi
ro"ect for the 1990s.

Wang Schuchi,
7, China

A KINGFISHER GUIDE
For Parents&-=ducators

Turning Agenda 21 into action is a
big challenge for us all. Thousands
of peop~e at the United Nations
and in governments are vvorking
on it. This booklet vvill shovv par·
ents and educators hovv children
can start to be a part of this vvork.
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In three sections of the booklet, there are over a
do~en activities that deal with air, water and
land pollution. Children ' s views on these impor
tant issues are presented throughout Rescue
MiS;,IOTI most specifically on pages 10-13, 26-27
and -la-51 .
Each section provides an overview of the prob

lems and gives the children hands-on experience
in finding solutions in ways they will under
stand and from w hich they will get satisfaction.
For example, children will have fun making
action plans fo r conserving water in their own
homes. The b~k1et 'N il! give them lots of ideas
how to do this. It w ill show them how to
discover air pollution and what to do about it.
Whether they do simple math calculations
about gasoline pollution or observe wildlife in
their backyard, using this booklet will help
make your child a more eco-friendly citizen for
the 21st Century.
These are familiar topics for children. They
know about them from TV and news. We hope
they will want to move on from these simple
activities to the more complex challenges
covered by the Rescue Mission Action Plan.
The views expressed in this booklet are those
of its authors and do not reflect those of the
book's sponsoring organizations.

AIR TO DRIVE
For ages 9 to 13

Materials needed:

Part A: a pair of athletic socks (or a white
cloth rag); popsicle sticks, plastic wrap, two
thermometers, and a tray of sprouted alfalfa,
radish, or bean seeds in soil.
Part B: paper, pencil or pen, calculator
(optional)
Overview

In these activities, chi~ren will become
more aware of the relationship between cars,
the earth's atmosphere and trees. They
will explore the steps they can take to reduce
automobile pollution and save energy.
Background

One of the reasons that life exists on earth is
that the atrr,osphere acts like a greenhouse,
allowing sunlight to enter while preventing
heat from escaping. The earth's "greenhouse"
is made up of gases in the atmosphere.
Without these gases like carbon dioxide and
water vapor the temperature of the earth
would average -4 degrees instead of 60
degrees. But sometimes you can have too
much of a good thing.
The burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, gasoline,
natural gas) produces large amounts of car
bon dioxide and the percentage of this gas in
the atmosphere is rising rapidly. As carbon
dioxide levels increase so does the tendency
of the atmosphere to trap heat. The overall
effect could be a gradual warming of the
earth, often referred to as "global climate
change." This could lead to global changes
such as rising ocean levels caused by melting
of polar ice caps, flooding of coastal areas,
changes in climate, extremes in weather
patterns, and increased violence in weather
such as hurricanes and tornadoes.

While the threat of global warming is under
debate, most scientists agree on three things:
1) that there is a change in the percentage of
gases in the atmosphere; 2) that due to some
of these changes we can probably expect an
overall global change in temperature; and
3) that such a change can have environmental
consequences.
Plants offer a natural way to reduce the level
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Through
the process called "photosynthesis," plants
take huge amounts of carbon dioxide out of
the atmosphere. An average young tree can
remove about 25 pounds of carbon dioxide a
year from the atmosphere. But that is only
a little more than what is produced when
one gallon of gasoline is burned.
Everybody has a role in reducing air pollution
from automobiles - manufacturers who de
sign more fuel efficient cars and families who
find ways to reduce the amount they drive.
Part A: Tracking Down
Invisible Pollution

Children may have trouble visualizing what's
coming out of the tail pipe of a car since a lot
of pollutants are hard to see (unless you're
in a city like Los Angeles on a smoggy day!).
Try the following demonstrations to illustrate
how cars pollute and how the "greenhouse
effect" works.
Demonstration 1: Put a Sock on It (With adult
participation only!)
Here is an experiment that will dramatize the
effect of car exhaust on air quality. (Before
proceeding with the demonstration, make
sure the car's exhaust pipe is cool to the
touch and that the transmission is in "PARK"
or "NEUTRAL, and that the car is on level
ground with the emergency brake on.)

1 Take one white sock and place it tightly
over the mouth of the car's tail pipe. Then
the adult should start the car's engine (make
sure the car is in the open air, rather than in
a garage or closed space and children are
well clear of the vehicle) and let it run for a
few minutes.
2 Then, stop the engine and le t the car
cool down.
3 When the exhaust pipe is cool to the
touch, take the sock off and compare it to the
other sock. Chances are you will see large pol
lutant particles (ash, smoke, soot, etc.) from
the exhaust trapped in the fabric, making it
black. While smaller pollutant particles like
ozone and carbon dioxide pass through the
fabric, some larger ones do not. (Note: A white
rag torn in half can be used instead of socks.
Secure one half of the rag over the exhaust pipe
with a piece of fabric and proceed.)
Demonstration 2: Build a Greenhouse
This experiment will show how the green
house effect can change the earth's tempera
ture and also how plants help create moishJre
in the atmosphere.
1 Place a tent of plastic wrap over the
seedling tray, using popsicle sticks or straws
to create the tent.
2 Place one thermometer inside the tray
and one outside the greenhouse.
3 Place the greenhouse near a window
but not in direct sunlight.
4 After several hours, compare the
temperatures both inside and outside the
greenhouse. Also notice if there is water
vapor trapped inside.
S Which location is hotter and why?
Which is wetter and why? Talk about how
this shows the benefits of protective gases in
the atmosphere (represented by the plastic
wrap) and how plants help moisturize the
environment.

Part B: Counting Carbon

1 Ha\'e the chi ldren keep track of the
miles rlrinm in the family car for a week.
They can do this by noting the number on
>meter at the beginning and at the
end of the week.
2 If one ~aDon of gas creates 20 pounds
of carbon dtoxide, ha ve the children compute
how much carbon dioxide has been crea ted
by the family car in tha t week. This can be
done by dl\-iding the n umber of miles by
the mile:; per gaBon of th e average car (30
miles peT gallon) and m ultiplying that by 20
The car was d riven 210 miles in a
weei-. Oinde that by 30 miles per gallon and
the car will ha"e used 7 gallons of gas. If each
gallon creates 20 pounds of carbon dioxide,
r gallons \\;11 create 140 pounds of carbon
dioxide. So the fanti lv car can create 140
pounds of carbon dioxide in a week and 7,280
pounds in a year.)
3 [f a tree can remove 25 pounds of car
bon dioxide in a yea r, how many trees must
be used to remove the carbon dioxide that
the familv car uses in a year?
Taking Action

1 Have the children plan a strategy for
reducing the family' s gasoline use. They
could suggest more use of public transporta
tion, car-pooling, combining errands, walk
ing or bicycling, or other ideas. Have them
calculate how many gallons of gas would
be saved and how much less carbon dioxide
would be produced. Try this strategy for
a week.
2 Plant some trees. Every new tree
planted will help save the atmosphere from
pollution and global warming. A young tree
can absorb 25 pounds of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere in a year.

EVERY DROP COUNTS!
For ages 9 to 13

Materials needed:

Part A: empty beverage container 0/2 gallon
or 2-liter size), large measuring cup, watch
with a second hand, paper, pencil or pen,
calculator (optional)
Overvie1N

It's easy to waste water, and even easier to
take it for granted. It comes pouring out of
our faucets as though-it's in endless supply.
But the truth is that fresh water supplies are
dwindling. Fortunately it's just as easy to
conserve water as it is to waste it. In these
activities children will learn more about
their family's water use and what they can
do to diminish water waste.
Background

It's amazing how much water each of us
uses every day. A seven-minute shower uses
about 35 gallons of water. An average of six
gallons goes down the drain with each flush
of the toilet. Washing a load of laundry
requires at least 35 gallons of water, and the
list goes on. Individual Americans consume
about 36 billion gallons of water a day. Add
to that the water used by utilities, industry
and agriculture, and the United States
consumes 384 billion gallons a day. That's
about 1,500 gallons for each person every
day, which is the highest per capita use in the
world. Canadians come in second at about
1,200 gallons per person a day.
Much of what we use daily is groundwater,
which is water that fills the spaces between
rocks and soil particles underground. The
biggest source of groundwater is precipita
tion that has trickled down into the soil, such
as rain or melting snow. This "trickle-down"
process takes time; deep groundwater may
require hundreds of years to replenish itself.

In many areas the rate at which groundwater
replenishes itself cannot keep pace with the
rate at which it is being used.
Whether our water supplies come from
groundwater (as does half of the drinking
water in the United States) or from lakes,
streams, reservoirs, or other surface water
sources, using too much water too fast can
cause problems for people and wildlife.
If everyone made an effort to conserve water
by making a few changes in their daily rou
tines, huge amounts of water could be saved.

Part A: Water Watch

The best way to show children how much
water the family uses is to let them observe
and calculate the information themselves.
These activities and accompanying charts will
give them a much better understanding.
Demonstration 1: Water Detectives
1 Give the children the empty beverage
container and tell them how much water it
holds. Have them predict how much water
they use in a day. Do they think it is more or
less than the amount in the container? If so,
how much more or less? Have them write
their estimates down.
2 Now have them monitor their water
use at home for a day. To do this, they will
have to record every time they use water
and the amount of water they use. (The chart
that follows will help them determine the
amount of water each activity consumes.)
3 After determining how much water
they use in one day, have them monitor their
water use while using various conservation
suggestions like: taking shorter showers,
turning off the water while brushing their
teeth, and making sure the dish or clothes
washer is full before being used.

4 Now have them calculate how much
water they saved by limiting their water use.
How much water would they be able to
save if they did this every day for a year?

4 Some ideas that children may suggest
are fixing leaky faucets and running toilets,
consolidating la undry loads, waiting until the
dish washer is hIll before using it, and other
va ~'s of not Jetting ,·vater run unnecessarily.

Taking Action
1 Have the children come up with a
family action plan to encourage w a ter conser
vation at home. For example they could find
out about installing a water-saving shower
head or faucets, or a displacement object in
the toilet tank.
2 Help the children find out where their
water comes from. If it is piped into the
house by the town, have them call the town
offices to ask how much the water costs.
Usually the cost is by cents per gallon.
3 Have the children calculate how mu ch
money the family is spending for water no\\'
and how much less it would cost if the famil"
used more conservation techniques.

WATER uSE CHARTS
Flushing a standard toilet
Flushing a
\\"ater-sa\;n£ toilet

6 gallons
1.5 to 3.5 gallons

5 gallons a minute
Taking a bath

36 gallons

If\,ashin£. clothes

35-60 gallons

dishes (milc/,ine)
,"OUT

10 gallons

teeth
2 gallons

2 gallons
Waterin2. the lawn

5-10 gallons a minute

POLLUTION SEARCH
For ages 7 to 11

Materials needed:

Background

Part A: paper, pen or pencil.

Thick brown haze wrapped around a city.
Unwanted tires, appliances, and other refuse
floating in a stream. Oil washing up on a
beach. All of these are examples ofi'ollution.
Human-generated chemicals, trash, noise, and
heat can all be pollutants. So can ash Spewil1g
from an erupting volcano or smoke spreading
from a forest fire. Pollution is any contamina
tion of air, water, or land that affects the out
door or indoor environment in an unwanted
way. Pollution of air, land, and water are
found in many ways:

Part B: flashlight, white paper strips, petrole
um jelly, magnifying glass, baking potatoes,
wax paper.
Overvievv

Here are some ways for children to take a
closer look at pollution both indoors and out:
what it is, what it looks like, where it comes
from, and how to reduce it.

Outdoor Air Pollution: Autos, incinerators,
coal-fired power plants and factories,
would-if there were no pollution controls
send large amounts of carbon dioxide, sulfur
oxides, soot and other pollutants into the air.
Fireplaces and wood-burning stoves also add
ash and other pollutants to the atmosphere.
Other forms of pollution that require strict
controls include chlorofluorocarbons (used
in refrigerators and air conditioners), and
toxins such as benzene and lead.
Indoor Air Pollution: The most common
form of indoor air pollution is radon, which
occurs naturally in some parts of the country
and seeps into houses"through the founda
tion. Other sources of indoor air pollution
include paints, pesticides, household clean
ers, small leaks from gas appliances as well
as some building materials and furnishings
which may give off small amounts of harm
ful vapors. Microscopic organisms like mold,
mildew, bacteria, viruses, and dust mites are
another form of indoor air pollution. Since
houses and apartments are becoming more
tightly-sealed to prevent energy waste they
are also keeping these pollutants inside
our homes.
Water Pollution: In general, pollutants end
up in water from being dumped in it, washed
into it, or seeped into it through the ground.
Fertilizers, pesticides and oil from cars must
be used sparingly and carefully (and then
disposed of properly) so they do not drain
into waterways from farm land, lawns and
streets. Sewage treatment plants and indus
trial plants sometimes discharge pollutants
directly into waterways, and oil can seep into
water from poorly maintained or damaged
ships. Some pollutants fall with rain or snow.
Land Pollution: Everything we throwaway
has to go somewhere. Much of our solid
waste ends up in landfills. Hazardous waste
such as chemicals left over from manufactur
ing processes, flammable liquids, and

corrosive material is placed in designated
landfills or burned in special incinerators.
Radioactive waste and particularly dangerous
chemicals are sometimes stored in drums, or
injected into deep underground wells.
Pollution Control: By definition pollution
is bad. But pollution is unavoidable. Natural
events like erupting volcanoes can generate
pollution. And, by simply going about our
everyday lives, we also pollute. However, we
can reduce the amount of pollution by making
certain that factories, power plants and
solid waste disposal facilities are operated
properly- and by modifying our own
lifestyles so we consume less power and
generate less waste.
Part A: Neighborhood Patrol

Children need to understand that pollution
exists in their own environment before they
can adopt ways to decrease it. These activities
will help children see the pollution around
them and begin to show them what they can
do to improve their own local environments.
Demonstration 1: Pollution Detectives

Pointing out to children what pollution is
will let them begin thinking about where it
comes from.
1 Talk to the children about what
pollution is, using the background provided
here. Tell them they are going to try to find
pollution and pollutants themselves.
2 Take them on a walk in the neighbor
hood . Tell them to call out and write down
the pollution they see Oitter or smoke, for
example), hear (honking horns, airplanes) or
smell (car fumes, fresh paint, poorly-stored
garbage). Have them note where they
found the pollution .
3 After you return, have each child read
what he or she has written down. Ask the
children how they think each pollutant got
there. Then ask them if they think there was
a way to avoid polluting the neighborhood
in each instance. Ask them to think of ways

that the pollution could have been avoided .
Ask them to think about whether they have
ever caused pollution. Could they have
avoided doing so?

Part B: Particle Pursuit
Pollution inside the house is also extremely
important. Americans spend 80% of their
time indoors, eating, sleeping, reading,
watching television, working, and so on.
These experiments will alert children to
pollutants inside their homes and get them
thinking about ways to decrease it.

Demonstration 1: Th e Air We Breathe
Pollution creeps into homes through open
doors and windows, and tiny cracks in walls.
It' s hard to realize how much there is until
you look for it.
1 Give children a flashlight. Close the
blinds, turn on the flashlight, and turn out the
lights. Talk about what is seen in the beam of
light. Do this in several different parts of the
house and talk about what was seen.
2 Make a dozen strips of white paper fo r
each child and have them write their names
on each piece. Then tell them to smear a very
thin layer of petroleum jelly on one side of
each strip. Have them place strips in different
locations around the house. Good spots to
choose are near windows, in the kitchen, in
a closet, in the bathroom.
:I The next day, have each child retrieve
their strips. Have them look at what has
settled into the petroleum jelly through the
magnifying glass. Are there more particles
in the strips near windows than the strips
that were in the closets? Talk about why
this would be so.

Demonstration 2: Potato Pollution
Many pollutants are biological pollutants
that cause allergies and health hazards. This
experiment will determine if any of the parti
cles floating in the air are living organisms.

1 Slice a baking potato into 1/4 inch
lices and give eac h child three or four with
an equal number of pieces of wax paper.
2 Wrap one slice up immediately in wax
paper and put it into the refrigerator as a
I slice.
children to put each slice on a
per and put it in a place they
Uution in previous experi
ments. 1 he POtato will collect particles the
leum jelly and paper did .
k that when the biological
ch as pollen, bacteria, mold, or
mildeho, land on the potato they will grow
into \bible colonies of living organisms.
4 Collect the potato slices after a week.
··dren examine them with a mag
detennining if living colonies
w. Have the children note
when? these ::.lices were placed, what they
n each, and then ha ve them return
the slices tTOm where they had them.
5 Collect the potato slices again after
another week Examine them again. Have the
children located potential health hazards by
£indine. the pTesence of biological pollutants?

Taking

~ion

1 Allow children to organize a beach,
stream or roadside cleanup, with adult help.
2 Let children recycle litter they collect,
following local ordinances.
:I Have the children study their indoor
pollution notes and determine where the
most pollution occurred. Talk about how
these pollutant sources could be diminished.
Look for \·\,ays to improve ventilation without
wasting energy through leaky windows.
4 Let children come up with their own
ideas of how to decrease air, land, and water
pollution and then help them institute the
best of these ideas.

ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION PROJECTS

Starting an Environmental Club

Talk to children about the idea of forming
an environmental club. You may want to
ask another parent to help out, especially if
more than ten children are interested .
1 Announce the formation of the club to
potentially interested children and parents
and arrange an informational meeting.
2 At the first meeting, sign up students and
discuss when and wh8{e the club will meet.
You can brainstorm, as a group, some goals
for the club's first activities. Some ideas:
- Energy Awareness Week
- establishment of a community
recycling program
- a community clean-up effort
You will have the most success if you start
small and "grow" with experience. En
courage club members to plan and execute
fun and constructive activities that will
generate enthusiasm [and perhaps financial
supportJ- and do something good for
the environment.
3 You may want to elect or decide upon
club officers. Alternately, children can work
as a group, sharing decision-making and
responsibilities. The most important thing
is to keep everyone involyed, focused,
and having fun .
Projects for an
Environmental Club

Nature Trail
An established nature trail is a good way to
prevent people from trampling over tree
seedings, ground-nesting animals, and veg
etation with low tolerance for foot traffic.
Much planning is required before establish
ing a trail. Topography, soil types, drainage,
vegetation and obstacles are some of the

considerations to be made, as well as routing
the trail to points of interest. Seek professional
assistance from your local conservation agen
cies or scouting groups.
Trails could be surfaced with woodchips or
gravel to reduce soil compaction and for ease
of walking. You may want to have a nature
trail guide, and corresponding numbered
markers along the trail.
Bird Station
Install a number of various sized bird houses
in this area. Also install a bird feeder, a suet
feeder for woodpeckers and a hummingbird
feeder. Develop a bird list for this station.
Nesting Boxes
Artificial nesting boxes can be built by stu
dents and placed in various locations on your
school grounds. This will attract wildlife, and
allow students to observe and study nesting
characteristics of small animals.
A wildlife biologist can provide specifications
and information on what kinds of nesting
boxes to build for your area. Wooded fence
rows, grassy meadows, forested areas and the
banks of ponds and creeks are good locations
for nesting boxes.
Animal Tracking Plot
Even an urban area is frequented by many
species of wildlife. Birds, mice, squirrels,
rabbi.ts, opossums, raccoons and even deer
can find themselves at home in the city.
Whether you are located in a rural or urban
area, an animal tracking plot can yield some
interesting tracks to study. An area about
three feet or larger is all that is needed to
create this feature. The area should be cleared
of all grass or other vegetation and filled
with sand. Food scraps, grain or other "bait"
should then be placed in the middle of the

plot regularly to attract wildlife to the area .
Children may be surprised at the variety of
"critters" right in their own back yard!
Plaster casts can be made of tracks.
Wildflower Plot
Wildflowers not only add an attractive
atmosphere and aroma to an area, but can be
used to produce dyes for fabric or paints.
Areas of full sunlight or total shade can both
be used to establish plantings of wildflower
Wildflowers also attract many species of
insects and birds for study.
J

\'oid Grou p-wide Requests
1imll reauests for information from any sin
to one child and pool the collected
t avoid a situation where
for similar information,
in one envelope and ask
returned be mailed in one
ne add ress.

.

Wildlife BrushpiIes
Fallen or pruned limbs and even discarded
Christmas trees can be useful building
material for wildlife brushpiles. Brushpil
are like natural magnets when it comes tl
attracting wildlife. Piles should be at least
twelve feet (3.6 m) in diameter and five feet
0.5 m) high to be effective.
Plant Succession Areas
By not mowing selected areas of you r yard
a greater diversity of plants and plant matun
ty will occur. This process of gradual (and
predictable) replacement of one community
of plants and animals by another is referred
to as succession. Children can observe and
record the various successional stages
tha t will occur.
Guidelines For Requesting
Information And Assistance

Be Specific
Your chances of obtaining useful information
for your projects will be greatly increased
if you state exactly which materials you need,
which issues interest you, or what questions
you want answered. The "send everything
you.have" approach is uneconomical and
unecological.

Try Local Sou.rces First
uni~

and regional agencies,
. and industrial associations can

y on local issues and conditions.
librarian can a lso help locate
""'""""",,,,hnn available.

d

If-Ad dressed, Stamped Envelope
material or information from
organiza tions, include a self
tamped envelope. This will bring
qWC)..eT response because these org~niza<; haye very li mited budgets and staff.

Plan On Two To Three Weeks Of Lead Time
If "ou plan to use the matez:ial, such as pam
phlet or fil m, in conjunction with an activity,
d yow ratuest at least two or three weeks
ahead of time.
\'take Speaker Requests Well In Advance
:-'lost state agencies and volunteer organiza
tions cannot afford to send their staff or
members great distances to speak to one
class. However, many resource agencies will
assign personnel to meet with children on
field trips near their field stations or offices.
Most often, the educational experience
provided by the presentation in the field
is superior to a formal speech.

(Reprinted with permission of American Forest
Foundation, Project Learning Tree.)

ADDRESSES FOR
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION AND
MATERIAL

Air and Waste Management Association,
PO Box 2861, Pittsburgh, PA 15230

Friends of the Earth, 218 D Street, SE, Washington,
DC 20003, publishes Not Man Apart, Atmosphere

Alliance for Environmental Education, PO Box
368, The Plains, V A 22171, publishes Network
Exchange

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., 420 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10018.

Aluminum Association, 900 19th Street, Suite
300, Washington, DC 20006
American Forests, PO BG>~x 2000, Washington, DC
20013, publishes American Forests
American Forest Foundation, 1111 19th Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20036, publishes Project
Learning Tree, Tree Farmer, The Branch

Global Network of Environmental Education
Centers, 7010 Little River Turnpike, Suite 290,
Annandale, VA 22003, publishes Globe NEEC News
Izzaak Walton League of America, INC., 1401
Wilson Boulevard, Level B, Arlington, VA 22209,
publishes Outdoor America, Save Our Streams
Keep America Beautiful, Mill River Plaza, 9 West
Broad Street, Stamford, CT 06092

American Forest and Paper Association, 1111
19th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036

League of Conservation Voters, 1707 L Street,
NW, Suite 550, Washington, DC 20036

American Nature Study Society, 5881 Cold
Brook Road, Homer NY 13077 publishes ANSS
Newsletter, Nature Study: A Journal of
En vironmental Education and Interpretation

League of Women Voters of the U.S., 1730 M
Street, NW, Washington DC 20036, publishes
The National Voter

The Conservation Foundation, 250 24th Street,
NW, Suite 500, Washington DC, 20037, publishes
the CF Letter, Resolve (Affiliated with World
Wildlife Fund - U.s.)
Conservation International, 1015 18th St., NW,
Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036
Council for Solid Waste Solutions, 1275 K Street,
NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20005
Cultural Survival, 11 Divinity Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02138, publishes Cultural
Survival Quarterly
Defenders of Wildlife, 1244 19th Street, NW,
Washington! DC 20036, publishes Defenders
Environmental Action, 6930 Carroll Avenue,
Suite 600, Takoma Park, MD 20912, publishes
En vironmentalAction
Environmental Defense Fund, 257 Park A venue
South, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10010
Forest History Society, 701 Vickers Avenue,
Durham, NC 27701, publishes Journal of Forest
History, Cruiser
Forestry Canada, Ministry of Natural Resources,
Corporate and Public Affairs Directorate, 351 St.
Joseph Blvd., Hull, Quebec, KIA 1G5 CANADA

National Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor
Avenue, Nebraska City, NE 68410, publishes
Arbor Day
National Audubon Society, 700 Broadway, New
York, NY 10003-9501, publishes Audubon, Audubon
Activist
National Geographic Society, 17th & M Streets,
NW, Washington DC, 20036, publishes National
Geographic and World.
National Park Service, Interior Building., PO Box
37127, Washington, DC 20036.
National Solid Waste Management Association,
1730 Rhode Island Ave., NW, Suite 1000
Washington, D.C. 20036
National Tree Trust, 1001 Pennsylvania Ave.,
NW., Suite 1201, Washington DC 20004
The National Wildlife Federation, 1400 16th
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036, publishes
National Wildlife, Ranger Rick, Your Big Yard,
NatureScope, International Wildlife, Conservation
Directory
Natural Science for Youth Foundation, 130 Azalea
Dr., Roswell, GA, published Directory of Natural
Science Centers

The Nature Conservancy, 1815 North L}'1ln
Arlington, VA 22209, publishes The Cmlser!.,JIlcv
News
North American Association for Environmen tal
Education, 1255 23rd St., NW, Suite 400,
Washington, DC 20037, publishes The Erill/ron
mental Communicator and offers The Journal of
Environmental Education
Peace Child International, 11426-28 Rockville
Pike, Suite 100, Rockville, MD 20852
Population-Environment Balance, 1325 G Street.
NW, Suite 1003, Washington, DC 20005, publish
Balance Report
Population Reference Bureau, 1875 Connecticu t
Avenue, NW, Suite 520, Washington DC 2000
Rainforest Alliance, 270 Lafayette Street, Suite 512.
New York, NY 10012 publishes The Can opy

ociety, 900 17th Street, NW,
• publishes Wilderness
·~ti on

International, 185th Street
.ra.rd, Bronx, NY 10460 publish
Magaz ine, WCI Bulletin

~lO

Grosvenor Lane,

_197. p ublishes Journal of
~3

SW Canyon Road,

tilule, 1709 New York
n. OC 20006 publishes
uwironmt!ntal Almanac

Resources for the Future, 1616 P Stree t, N V',7,
Washington, DC 20036
Scientists' Institute for Public Information,
355 Lexington Avenue, 16th Floor, New York. \.')
10017, publishes Environment , SIPISCOPE. CllrTffll
Controversy
Sierra Club, 730 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA
94109, publishes Sierra, National News Report
Society of American Foreskrs, 5400 Gros venor
Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814-2197 publishes the
Journal of Forestry
Soil and Water Conservation Society of America,
7515 NE Ankeny Road, Ankeny, IA 50021, publis h
es Journal of Soil and Water Conservation
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Department
of the Interior, 1849 C. St., NW, Washington, DC
20240
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 14th Street and
Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250
USDA Forest Service, Natural Resources and
Conservation Education Program, PO Box 96090,
Washington DC 20090-6090
USDA Soil Conservation Service, PO Box 2890,
Washington, DC 20013-2890
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Waterside
Mal!, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, DC 20250
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the
Interior, 1849 C Street, NW, Rm 3445, Washington,
DC 20240 or 4401 North Fairfax Drive, Room 452,
Arlington, VA 22203

n Growth, 1400 16th Street, NW,
OC 20036, publishes

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For mort informa tion about other
educational guides, promotional
material and catalogs from Kingfisher,
\vnle to:
Larousse Kingfisher Chambers, Inc.
Attn: M arketing Department
- Madison A venue
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If you enjoyed doing these exercises, talk to

your children about becoming part of the
extensive Rescue Mission network sponsored
by th;United Nations and Peace Child
In terna tiona I.
Write to:
Rescue Mission Headquarters, USA
11426-28 Rockville Pike, Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20852
Several times a year interested children will
receive the Rescue Mission Action Update,
filled with stories about what young people
are doing to implement Agenda 21 in different
parts of the world. The updates, like Rescue
Mission itself, are written, illustrated and
edited by children from all over the world.
Each update contains a World Wide Action
Challenge related to Agenda 21. The first chal
lenge is to make a plan similar to Agenda 21
for a school or neighborhood. Also, included
in the newsletters are many ideas and sugges
tions for pioneering a local Day of Access
(see Rescue Mission, page 83).
Story contributions from children about
local issues will be welcomed for the update
newsletter. The newsletter contains details
about how children can become involved in
writing, editing, and formulating new Action
Challenges for the update at the international
Rescue Mission headquarters.

Larousse Kingfisher Chambers, Inc.
95 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

The Earth Summit, held in June 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, was the largest meeting of
world leaders ever. Together these leaders created a document called AGENDA 21,
a blueprint for saving Planet Earth.
•
Now thousands of kids from nearly 100 countries have worked together in an
extraordinary effort to find out exactly what was agreed in this important document.
This unique book is designed, written and ~lustrated by children for children to
inspire young people all over the world to join the rescue mission to save our
planet, our only home.

"I sincerely hope that this book will help children from all countries better
to understand and appreciate the fragile world in which we live and to
dedicate themselves to do everything possible to protect and enhance
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, Secretary-General, United Nations
this Earth. "
,
"Congratulations on a first-rate job .... As a result of your work, thousands
of young people and adults will learn about Agenda 21 and understand
our commitment to sustainable development. "
Vice President Al Gore
"Rescue Mission, which is both marvelously illustrated and impressively
written by children, is a positive step .... It breaks down Agenda 21,
an extremely complicated subject, into language and images that
children can. understand and that parents can appreciate."
The Nature Conservancy

" ... explains in clear language the nuts and bolts of the global agreement...
includes wonderful drawings , poems, and stories ... It's full of solid
information that is easy and fun reading. "
USA Today
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